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.

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

Community Safety,
Environment and
Residents Services
Policy and
Accountability
Committee
Minutes
Monday 30 January 2017

PRESENT
Committee members: Councillors Larry Culhane (Chair), Iain Cassidy,
Charlie Dewhirst and Steve Hamilton
Other Councillors: Wesley Harcourt and Max Schmid
25.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence had been received from Councillor Sharon Holder.

26.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

27.

MINUTES
RESOLVED
That the minutes of the meeting held on 16 November 2016 be approved as a
correct record and signed by the Chair.

28.

2017 MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY (MTFS)
Hitesh Jolapara, Strategic Finance Director, presented the Council’s budget.
He explained that economists were forecasting that the economy would grow
less strongly than previously thought. It was predicted that public sector
finances would be in a less healthy position than suggested by past forecasts.
Government borrowing had already exceeded targets and whilst public sector
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spending had risen slightly, funding for Local Government in London had
fallen significantly.
Hammersmith and Fulham faced growth of £7.3m, including unfunded growth
from government, as well as inflation of £2.8m. Government grant funding
would also fall by 20%. These pressures would be balanced by savings of
£14.4m, and a balanced budget of £154.5m was proposed. The
administration was not proposing to either increase council tax, or apply the
Social Care Precept. Developer contributions of £2 million would again be
used to fund services. The general reserve was expected to continue to be
£19m, whilst 20% of the earmarked reserves would be used to fund invest to
save and similar projects.
Hitesh Jolapara concluded his presentation by noting that if the council did
not bring in more revenue or develop more efficient ways of delivering
services the gap between resources and expenditure was likely to grow
significantly.
Mark Jones, Director of Finance and Resources – Environment, explained
that the majority of the Environment department’s expenditure was covered
by income from fees and charges. Approximately £70 million was spent per
year, with £63 million revenue being brought in. The department also had a
number of high value contracts for service delivery.
For 2017/18 the department aimed to bring in significant amounts of extra
income through increased commercialisation. It was also expected that more
money would be allocated by Public Health to supporting the department’s
work. There would also be modest savings in some areas. Combined the
additional income and savings would lead to a total saving of £2.7 million.
There were also funds being held centrally for possible growth in the
department, covering; additional costs of alternative methods of weed-killing;
a slower implementation of the Phoenix Leisure Centre project; additional
costs as a result of rent reviews of Council leased buildings, and; spending on
defending planning decisions at Judicial Review.
The main risks to the departmental budget were an increased reliance on
income, some of which could be affected by a downturn in the wider
economy, and increasing costs of both staff and waste disposal.
Many Fees and Charges in the department were to be frozen, parking
charges being amongst those which would not increase. The fees for trading
at Lyric Square’s Thursday market had fallen significantly since the market
had returned to Council control. Some fees and charges were to be reviewed
either to ensure that they were both competitive and covered the council’s
costs or in response to legal proceedings elsewhere. Other fees and charges
in the department would rise by inflation at 1.8%.
The chair thanked officers for their presentation and invited questions.
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Councillor Dewhirst asked whether there was an income strategy for moving
traffic penalty charge notices (PCNs). Mark Jones explained that there was
not. Councillor Max Schmid said that PCN income had dropped over the
2016/17 financial year and explained that the council had to accept that this
income source was volatile.
Councillor Dewhirst asked what the planned changes to parking at
Hurlingham Park would be. Councillor Harcourt explained that park users had
complained about vehicles being parked in Hurlingham Park’s car park for
extended periods of time; it was thought that much of this anti-social parking
related to a nearby business. The proposal was to introduce some form of
paid parking to prevent this and keep spaces available for people using the
park.
The Chair noted that Hammersmith and Fulham Council was proposing to
freeze its council tax and asked how this compared to other councils. Hitesh
Jolapara explained that whilst full data was not yet available as other councils
had not yet announced their proposals, it was unlikely that any council would
cut council tax, although some others might also manage to freeze it.
The Chair asked how successful the Smarter Budgetting programme had
been. Mark Jones said that the programme had delivered a significant
number of ideas for savings and increased income; he thought that it might
have delivered slightly higher savings than previous approaches.
Councillor Hamilton noted that officers had predicted that with the introduction
of pay by phone technology pay and display/pay by phone income would rise
whilst parking fines would fall. He understood that income from fines had not
fallen as far as had been expected and asked what the difference between
income in 2015/16 and 2016/17 had been. He also asked what the
relationship between paid parking income and fines was now expected to be.
Mark Jones agreed to provide the figures requested outside of the meeting.
He explained that officers were not yet sure if the predicted drop in fines
would take place. Councillor Hamilton asked whether the cost of collecting
money from pay and display machines had reduced. Mark Jones said that it
had not yet, although a fall in the cost was anticipated. Councillor Hamilton
asked whether charges using pay by phone parking services and pay and
display machines were the same. Councillor Harcourt confirmed that they
were the same.
Councillor Hamilton asked who bought CCTV services from Hammersmith
and Fulham Council. Andy Stocker explained that these were bought by other
local authorities and by housing associations.
Councillor Dewhirst asked whether the Lyric Square market now generated
less revenue for the council. Mark Jones said that income was almost the
same as when the operation of the market had been outsourced; the council
did not now lose the money the contractor had taken in profits.
Councillor Hamilton asked what the proposed changes to street naming
charges would mean for residents. Councillor Harcourt explained that these
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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changes to charges would affect developers; fees for residents wanting to
rename their homes would not rise. Councillor Hamilton noted that the budget
included income from a Flower Stall at Shepherds Bush Station; he asked
whether the council would be employing a florist. Councillor Harcourt said that
the council would let the pitch at the station, which had fallen into disuse, to a
florist who could then run their business from it.
Councillor Hamilton asked whether the council’s proposed diesel vehicle
parking permit surcharge had been included in the budget. Mark Jones said
that it hadn’t been included in the budget.
Councillor Hamilton asked whether spending public health money on services
in the department was reasonable. Mark Jones explained that the spending
was on services where physicians felt that there were demonstrable health
benefits. Councillor Schmid explained that the spending had to be agreed by
the Director of Public Health.
29.

STREET CLEANLINESS AND RECYCLING
Sue Harris introduced the report and explained that it was intended to update
the committee on the work which had been done since the last report to the
PAC. The administration had set up a number of review groups to look at how
the service could be improved; these had made recommendations which had
been taken up by Serco and the council. Serco had also reviewed their own
performance and had developed an action plan. The next step was for Serco
and the council to act on the findings, and whilst many recommendations had
already started to be implemented there was more to do.
Sue Harris explained that the council had carried out a lot of work in a number
of hotspot areas to try to tackle dumping there. These had used a significant
amount of resources but had generally led to positive outcomes. As well as
improvements in specific areas the overall level of fly tipping had fallen, and
the recycling rate had improved slightly.
Councillor Harcourt explained that a lot of work had been done to improve the
waste and recycling service. The council had pressed Serco improve and
they had accepted that there were some things which they needed to do
better. Councillor Harcourt said that the council had also made changes to
how the service worked, for example the council had previously investigated
even very small fly tips; now Serco would be asked to clear most tips unless
they were especially large or they saw evidence which was likely to lead to a
prosecution.
The Chair noted that a number of residents had provided information and
ideas to the council and asked whether these had been used. Sue Harris
explained that residents had provided the council with some really useful
information which had helped officers and Serco to work better together.
The Chair asked whether landlords had been receptive to the council’s advice
about waste management and storage. Lesley Gates explained that it was
often quite difficult to contact landlords but that where this was possible the
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guidance was generally welcomed. She explained that the guidance was to
be put onto the council’s website so that it could easily be accessed.
Councillor Dewhirst asked what the council could do to deal with individual
residents who persistently put out their bins on the wrong day. Sue Harris
said that there was an enforcement hierarchy for residents identified as not
presenting their waste correctly; to begin with officers would write to the
resident and put up notices in the area; if that didn’t work officers would look
to issue a fixed penalty notice (FPN) although this required clear evidence.
Councillor Harcourt explained that the administration was considering
whether to raise the FPN value which might deter residents from dumping
waste.
Councillor Hamilton asked whether investigation of fly tips was to be reduced.
Sue Harris clarified that it would now be focussed on areas where there were
particular problems rather than trying to investigate lots of smaller tips.
Councillor Hamilton asked what the role of a town keeper would be. Sue
Harris explained that a town keeper would be a street sweeper who was
given additional responsibilities to report issues on their patch; she clarified
that they would not be given enforcement powers. A resident asked that the
town keepers be made responsible for reporting abandoned bicycles; Sue
Harris agreed that this was a good idea.
Councillor Cassidy asked whether there was a difference in how long it would
take for a fly tip to be collected if it was on a council estate rather than on the
street. Andy Stocker said that there might be a slight delay as the process
from reporting to collection was slightly longer for dumps on estates, however,
he had already begun work to resolve this issue.
Councillor Cassidy asked how effective CCTV cameras were at preventing fly
tipping. Andy Stocker explained that they were very useful tools. Where
cameras were used overtly they were a strong deterrent. Cameras were also
useful in enforcement; so long as they were well positioned they could catch
those dumping rubbish ‘red-handed’ which could lead to prosecution. A
resident asked whether camera could also be used to enforce traffic
regulations, referring to the one way section of Crisp Road. Andy Stocker
explained that an additional camera would be installed on Crisp Road soon.
Councillor Hamilton asked whether the reduction in the number of night time
enforcement officers to two meant that the service could not be delivered
when one of them was on leave. Sue Harris explained that it was hoped that
other officers could cover for periods of leave but agreed to look into whether
an additional officer could be added to the team to make it more robust.
A resident complained that more needed to be done to deal with rubbish
dumping in Avonmore. Sue Harris agreed that the area was quite complex
and that there were lots of issues to tackle, although short term residents
seemed to be causing most of the problems. Lesley Gates noted that officers
were trying to deal with the Airbnb property which was causing many issues.
The resident suggested that CCTV cameras and more litter bins were
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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needed. Officers agreed to attend the Avonmore Residents Association
meeting in May 2017 to report on progress made in the area.
A number of residents said that they had reported issues to the council which
had not been dealt with. Andy Stocker said that if this happened residents
could contact him on streetczar@lbhf.gov.uk and he would look into the issue.
A resident said that he had previously suggested litter patrols be run to catch
those dropping litter; he asked whether the council had investigated this
possibility. Sue Harris explained that the council was waiting for a report from
Brent on how successful their trial of the service had been.
A resident said that pigeon feeding was becoming a problem in the borough;
he was aware of a few people who regularly fed large numbers of pigeons
and felt that intervention was needed. He also felt that more signs telling
people not to feed pigeons were needed.
A resident noted that the council has recently claimed that the streets were
the cleanest they had ever been; he asked that the evidence for this be
shared with him. Sue Harris agreed to give him this information outside of the
meeting.
30.

WORK PROGRAMME AND DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS
The committee’s work programme was noted. Members noted that the next
meeting would be held on 1 March 2017 in the Small Hall at Hammersmith
Town Hall, starting at 7pm.

Meeting started: 7.00 pm
Meeting ended: 8.25 pm

Chair

Contact officer:

Ainsley Gilbert
Committee Co-ordinator
Governance and Scrutiny
: 020 8753 2088
E-mail: ainsley.gilbert@lbhf.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 4
London Borough of Hammersmith &
Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND
RESIDENTS SERVICES POLICY &
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
1st March 2017
SPACEHIVE – CIVIC CROWDFUNDING PLATFORM
Report of the Director of Innovation and Change Management
Open Report
Classification: For Policy and Accountability Review and Comment
Key Decision: No
Consultation
Community Investment Team
Wards Affected: All
Accountable Director: Martin Nottage, Innovation and Change Management
Report Author: Sarah Fox, Change
Consultant

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 753 2973
E-mail: sarah.fox@lbhf.gov.uk

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1.

This paper introduces Spacehive, a civic crowdfunding platform launched in
Hammersmith and Fulham (H&F) in August 2016. The paper gives a highlevel explanation of how Spacehive works and the benefits it brings to
residents of H&F.

1.2.

The paper is intended to accompany the presentation being given by
Spacehive at the Community Safety, Environment and Residents Services
Policy and Accountability Committee (PAC) meeting on 1st March 2017.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

For the PAC to review the project and make comments and
recommendations, as appropriate.
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3.

PROPOSAL AND ISSUES
What is Spacehive?

3.1.

Spacehive is a civic crowdfunding platform which was launched in
Hammersmith and Fulham (H&F) in August 2016. The platform is designed
for projects which enhance shared civic life and allows project creators to
crowdfund donations from individuals, businesses, and grant givers.
Spacehive aims to give local people an easy way to deliver and support the
changes they want to see in their community.
How does Spacehive work?

3.2.

Project creators set a fundraising target and campaign deadline and create a
project page in the H&F Movement are of the Spacehive website. Anyone can
post a project on Spacehive whether they’re an individual, community group,
school, company or a council – as long as the project idea itself is eligible.
To be eligible for funding, projects must clearly show they could impact a civic
or shared space for the benefit of the community. This can be something that
directly improves an area, such as painting a street mural or repurposing a
disused building, something that brings people together such as organising a
festival or event, or something that can lead to civic enhancement, such as a
feasibility study.
Spacehive projects can run for any time up to 365 days, but Spacehive
recommend keeping to the following guidelines:





Up to £5000 = four weeks
Up to £15,000 = eight weeks
Up to £50,000 = twelve weeks
Up to £1,000,000 = six months

The majority of funding initially comes from the supporters and friends of each
project. If they like the project, they’ll spread the word to their friends and
networks, and so on. Press, blogs and other social media are big sources of
pledges. Aside from individuals, grant bodies, businesses and councils can all
contribute to Spacehive projects.
When a project creator uploads a project to Spacehive they enter a legal
contract, meaning that if they hit their fundraising target they are required by
law to deliver the project as set out on their project page.
What benefits will Spacehive bring to the residents of H&F?
3.3.

Spacehive provides a single portal where people with project ideas can build
support from their community, ensure their plans are viable, pitch for funding
from the crowd and Spacehive’s partners at the same time, and share the
impact they've created.
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Crowdfunding builds visible local support for projects, allowing it to act as
seed funding to draw additional contributions from local businesses, large
corporations, charities and grant giving bodies such as the council.
Crowdfunding is not just about money, it is much more than that.
Crowdfunding helps to build more cohesive, resilient and sustainable
communities with the tools to actively shape their local areas and draw on
various resources to do so.
For the councils, companies and grant makers that partner with Spacehive it's
a powerful way to attract, support, and showcase projects they love.
What is the council’s relationship with Spacehive?
3.4.

The council has partnered with Spacehive. This means that there is a specific
H&F Movement page on the Spacehive website which local project creators
can use to upload their projects and run their crowdfunding campaigns.
The council is responsible for facilitating Spacehive’s work in the borough,
making connections with local organisations, promoting the platform and
supporting specific projects where possible. Spacehive themselves maintain
the website and offer support to project creators to get their crowdfunding
campaigns off the ground. All projects are independently verified by Locality, a
national community organising network, before they can start crowdfunding.
Project creators are responsible for planning and delivering both their
crowdfunding campaigns and their projects.

4.

BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
None
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Agenda Item 5
London Borough of Hammersmith &
Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT &
RESIDENTS SERVICES POLICY &
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
1st March 2017
BETTER JUNCTIONS -FINAL CONSULTATION REPORT FROM TRANSPORT
FOR LONDON
Report of the Cabinet Member for Environment, Transport, and Residents
Services
Open Report
Classification; For Policy and Accountability Committee Review & Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: Hammersmith Broadway.
Accountable Director: Mahmood Siddiqi, Director for Transport and Highways
Report Author: Richard Duffill.
Borough Cycling Officer.

Contact Details:
Tel: 0208 753 1749
E-mail: Richard.Duffill@lbhf.gov.uk

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report presents to the committee the final Transport for London (TfL)
consultation report for the Hammersmith Gyratory Better Junction scheme.

1.2

TfL received 780 responses to the consultations, of which 73 per cent stated
they supported or partially supported the proposals.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

That the Committee review the report.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

TfL are investing in the capital’s vital road network to ensure London’s roads
are able to meet the needs of a growing population. As part of this, they are
reviewing junctions and gyratories across London to make them safer for all
road users, including cyclists, and to make journey times more reliable.
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3.2

Hammersmith Gyratory is used by many cyclists each day, and can be an
intimidating place to cycle.

3.3

The council’s cycling strategy sets out an ambitious plan to increase the
number of people cycling in the borough to reach eight per cent of all
journeys. Part of this plan is to deliver a segregated cycle route along the
A315 corridor, a key commuter route for cyclists. Hammersmith gyratory lies
on this route.

3.4

The Community Safety, Environment and Residential Services Policy and
Accountability Committee, (PAC), met on the 2nd March 2016 to receive a
presentation to the committee, residents and stakeholders on the
Hammersmith gyratory Better Junctions scheme.

3.5

Comments received from the meeting were incorporated in the council’s
response to the TfL consultation. See Appendix 1.

3.7

TfL carried out an initial public consultation in March 2016, and after learning
that residents and businesses in the scheme area had not received a letter
from them during the first consultation, carried out a second consultation in
August 2016.

4.

CONSULTATION REPORT

4.1

TfL considered all responses and now intend to proceed with the scheme
consulted on.

4.2

TfL will continue to review the designs in light of the longer-term plans for
Cycle Superhighway Route nine and other projects in the town centre.

4.3

TfL acknowledged strong local and stakeholder concerns about the proposed
removal of the pedestrian crossing at the south side of Shepherd’s Bush Road
and have confirmed that this will be retained in its existing location.

4.4

TfL are committed to monitoring the impact on traffic on Hammersmith Grove
along with other local roads in the vicinity, that may be used as alternatives to
Beadon Road, and to mitigating any major impacts which are observed.

4.5

Discussions are ongoing with officers, ward councillors, and the Hammersmith
Grove Residents groups on Traffic management, and a Local Action Plan has
been drafted.

4.6

TfL are committed to ensuring that the most vulnerable road users are not
duly affected.

4.7

The full TfL consultation report can be found in Appendix 2.

5.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

5.1

TfL have handed over the detailed design of the scheme to the council.

5.2

The council will complete the design and report to cabinet for a decision to
proceed with the scheme in the summer of 2017.
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5.3

If a decision is made to proceed, construction could begin in October 2017
subject to an agreed construction programme taking into account other
projects in the area.

6.

OTHER TOWN CENTRE PROJECTS.

6.1

The Hammersmith Gyratory Better Junction scheme is one of a number of
schemes being developed to improve Hammersmith town centre.

6.2

The future of the town centre is being considered with the development of a
Supplementary Planning Document to be consulted upon later in 2017.

6.3

Improving the air quality in the area is being addressed through the Mayors
Air Quality Programme and recent Neighbourhood of the Future funding
announcement.

6.4

Cycle Superhighway nine will link Hammersmith Road and King Street and
passes through the northern side of the Gyratory.

6.5

An action plan has been developed for Hammersmith Grove to minimise the
impact of any traffic increase in the area and address local HGV concerns.

LIST OF APPENDICES:
Appendix 1. Council response to TfL Consultation
Appendix 2. Full TfL Consultation report
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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
Transportation and Highways
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
Hammersmith Town Hall
King Street
London
W6 9JU
Tel:

020 8753 1749

Email: Richard.Duffill@lbhf.gov.uk
Web:
www.lbhf.gov.uk
st

Date; 21 March 2016

Melissa Cazzato,
Senior Sponsor,
Transport for London,
3rd Floor Yellow Zone
Palestra,
197 Blackfriers Road,
Southwark,
London,
SE1 8NJ

Dear Melissa,
Reference: Consultation on the provision of new dedicated cycle lanes at Hammersmith
gyratory.
Hammersmith and Fulham council are pleased to be able to respond to the above consultation that
will contribute to making our roads safer for cyclists in the borough.
We are determined to ensure that our infrastructure is suitable for our own growth in population, and
our aspiration of getting 8% of our residents travelling by cycle each day. The Hammersmith gyratory
was identified in the new cycling strategy as a junction that is intimidating for cyclists and we
welcome the proposals in the consultation.
Following detailed discussion with officers who have been involved in developing the proposals with
yourselves, and the recent meeting of the Community Safety, Environment and Residents Services
Policy and Accountability Committee, the council wishes to submit its support for the scheme and
identify some areas that need to be addressed. The comments from the committee are attached in
the form of the minutes of the meeting held on the 2 nd March 2016.
The Council is in support of:
 The provision of a segregated two way cycle track on the north side of the gyratory.
 The separation of cyclists and motor vehicles at junctions and the provision of cyclists having
their own traffic signals.
 Providing a two-way section of cycle track on Queen Caroline street to allow access to Blacks
Road and Hammersmith Bridge road.
 Installing pedestrian countdown signals at all crossings in the scheme.
Name of director: Mahmood Siddiqi
Director of Transport and Highways
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De-cluttering and re-paving or resurfacing.
Increasing cycle parking

The Council has concerns with the following Proposals:





The extension of the eastbound contra-flow cycle track on King Street.
The provision of such a track being a single ‘stepped track’ construction.
The removal of the pedestrian crossing between Hammersmith Broadway and Shepherds
Bush Road.
The provision of with-flow cycle lanes from the Butterwick /Hammersmith Road junction along
Hammersmith Road.

The following further detailed comments have been collated from Council officers and should be
read in conjunction with the above points:
Impact on Cyclists:
 The council has concerns with the proposal of having a single width contra-flow cycle
lane from Bridge Avenue to the junction with the Gyratory. Such a proposal does not
encourage new cyclists, does not make the best use of the available space, and does
not meet the Council’s aspiration of having a continuous bi-directional track from East to
West.
 The Cycle lanes appear to be narrow at the junction of Queen Caroline Street with King
Street, the turn into King Street should be as ‘smooth’ as possible from each direction.
 There are no proposals shown for additional cycle parking be located at the junction of
King Street and the Broadway. The consultation advises that space has been reallocated from the pavement to enable the track to be installed. Where will this
additional parking therefore be placed?
 Officers are concerned that pedestrians will be faced with a 2-3m cycle track in front of
them at the main pedestrian crossing outside the tube station. How will the pedestrians
be kept out of the cycle lanes at these crossing points?
 The consultation advises that cyclists would have their own signals which would be
green at different times to motorists, however it does not indicate that these ‘green’
lights are linked together forming a green wave for cyclists through the junction. Without
this in an easterly direction, cyclists will use the normal vehicle lanes if the vehicles are
moving and the cyclists are held.
 The cycle track that crosses Shepherd’s Bush Road is not as direct as it could be, could
it be re-aligned to be less of a dog-leg and more direct for cyclists by the smoothing of
the kerb areas.
 The proposed cycle lane in Blacks Road is shown as a single lane only, to facilitate
cyclists wishing to head westwards along Blacks Road, we would like this cycle lane to
become bi-directional.
Impact on Bus users:
 The Bus lane along Beadon Road is bisected by the existing zebra crossing linking
Lyric square with the area adjacent to the Hammersmith and City line. At peak hours,
the uncontrolled crossing by pedestrians means that all traffic is compromised and
traffic queues form along Hammersmith Grove and Beadon Road. H&F council would
like to work with Tfl to resolve these concerns, and work on improving the traffic flow
that would also enable Buses who leave the current Bus stop outside the station to
move into the outside lane to access the Broadway bus station.
Name of director: Mahmood Siddiqi
Director of Transport and Highways
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Impact on Pedestrians:
 The consultation advises that the pedestrian crossing from the Broadway to the island
at the entrance to Shepherds Bush road will be removed. Officers believe that this
crossing could be retained as part of the signals at this location and therefore retain this
crossing movement.
 Officers would also like to see the pedestrian crossing of Shepherd’s Bush road
northbound lane be realigned alongside the cycle track.
Impact on Motorised vehicles:
 Outside Hammersmith Broadway station, the existing traffic lanes are compromised by
vehicles loading to supply premises in the Broadway, especially security collection
vehicles. How are delivery and collection vehicles accommodated in the new design?
 The proposal indicates that loading bays have been re-located on Black’s road to the
southern side. Officers believe that they can be retained adjacent to the shops on the
north side, and the New Taxi Rank switched to the south side. Officers question who
would use this Taxi Rank, or is it just a ‘feeder’ rank for the spaces outside the
Broadway.
Other comments:
 The council would like to see more sustainable and ‘greening’ measures incorporated in
the scheme, especially into the islands.

Hammersmith &Fulham Council look forward to working with Tfl on the detail design of the scheme,
and receipt of the outcome report from the consultation.
Yours sincerely

Richard Duffill
Borough Cycling officer.

Name of director: Mahmood Siddiqi
Director of Transport and Highways
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The following comments were collected from the Community Safety, Environment and Residents
Services Policy and Accountability Committee held on the 2nd March 2016:




John Griffiths, Acting Chair of H+F Cyclists, explained that he was concerned that road space was
being taken from pedestrians to accommodate the changes, in order to preserve road space. He was
concerned about the increase in width of the crossing between King Street and the Broadway, and
whether the crossing would have sufficient capacity for those using it. He was also concerned about the
lack of a two way cycle lane on King Street, the use of a stepped, rather than segregated cycle track
which could be unsafe. Mr Griffiths expressed his disappointed with the lack of detail in some of the
plans. He said that pressure on the scheme from King Street could be reduced by the creation of a cycle
route along Studland Street and onto Glenthorne Road.
The full response from H&F Cyclist group has been submitted separately to this report



Councillor Dewhirst explained that he was concerned with the impact on Fulham Palace Road, where
the Council had previously done much to ease congestion.



Nigel Hensman, a local resident, explained that he was concerned about pedestrian safety, especially
about the new wider crossing, and about the impact on journey times through the junction. Other
residents concurred with this view, and added that it was difficult to see how pedestrians waiting to use
the crossing could be kept from doing so on the cycle lane. Mr Hensman noted that journey times for
pedestrians could be significantly slower than at present, as could those for motor vehicles, although
cyclists would benefit from a reduced journey time.John Griffiths pointed out that this might encourage
car users to use more sustainable forms of transport.



The response from Nigel Hensman to the consultation is as follows and has been submitted to Tfl
directly.



I strongly oppose the proposed closure of the pedestrian crossing over the Broadway. You promised to
review if this is really necessary.



I strongly support the proposed new bus-lane along Beadon Road: At present many passengers leave
buses stuck in Beadon Road, even though they intend going into the main station.



re bus lane in Shepherds Bush road/ Hammersmith Broadway: you agreed to review this with the LBH.
At present: the mandatory crossover of lanes confuses many drivers; the warning signage needs to be
much clearer to ensure proper traffic flow into the gyratory.



re cycle lanes crossing pedestrian flows: I believe the thousands of pedestrians crossing the cycling
routes will not be adequately protected by the proposals, judging be the way many cyclists treat
pedestrians perceived to be in their way.



TFL traffic modelling data: the table muddles seconds and minutes and the 'difference' columns need
revision.



The quantity data should be made available to the public. This would allow a comparison of the impact
of the proposals in terms of overall person-hours saved and lost.

Name of director: Mahmood Siddiqi
Director of Transport and Highways
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I am very concerned at the implications for general traffic during the evening peak hour. Nearly all the
routes show proposed delays. The gyratory allready suffers periodic gridlock and is seems counter
productive to induce unnecessary problems.



Councillor Hamilton was concerned about the reduction in the number of lanes from the Broadway onto
Butterwick and the potential impact on traffic. He was also concerned about the introduction of a bus
lane on Beedon Road which could impact on Hammersmith Grove. He felt that the new taxi rank and
loading bay arrangement in Blacks Way was poorly designed, as it would move the loading bays away
from the rear of the shops which they serviced.



A resident said that they were concerned that cycle lanes would be at different heights, which would
make if difficult to cross roads, especially for those with difficulties seeing.



Rosemary Petit, a local resident, said that she supported the idea of a bus lane in Beedon Road as it
presently caused significant delays to journeys. She said that if a bus lane were not introduced, a bus
stop should be, in order that people could access the western part of the town centre without waiting in
traffic to get to the next stop on the route.

The committee thanked officers for their presentation, and asked that their disappointment that Transport for
London had not attended the meeting be passed on.

Name of director: Mahmood Siddiqi
Director of Transport and Highways
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Executive summary
Between 2 February and 15 March 2016, we consulted in partnership with the
London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham (LBHF) on proposals to improve
provision for cyclists across the northern section of Hammersmith gyratory. We held
a second consultation between 22 August and 25 September 2016 after learning that
residents and businesses in the scheme area had not received a letter from us
during the first consultation. The second consultation was designed to allow these
local residents and businesses to comment if they had not already done so. This
document explains the processes, responses and outcomes of both consultations.

About the proposals and consultation
We proposed to create a direct, kerb-segregated two-way route for cyclists across
the northern side of the gyratory. There were other proposed road layout changes,
including a new bus lane and changes to pedestrian facilities.
We consulted with local residents and retailers, commuters to and from the area,
local interest groups and people who travel through Hammersmith gyratory. We
hosted the scheme proposals on our website, issued letters to local residents and
businesses, emailed public transport users, distributed leaflets and hosted three
consultation drop-in events.

Responses to both consultations
We received 780 responses across the two consultations, of which 73% supported
or partially supported our proposals.


A number of positive comments were received, supporting the principle of
reducing risks to cyclists by provision of a dedicated cycle facility on the north
side of Hammersmith gyratory. A number of respondents commented that
provision for cyclists should be improved across the whole of the gyratory



The proposed removal of the pedestrian crossing on the south side of
Shepherd’s Bush road was an important issue to local people, who were
concerned that this is heavily used. A number of respondents highlighted the
impact that removing this facility would have on disabled pedestrians



A number of respondents raised concerns about potential increased
congestion, particularly in Hammersmith Grove



Some concerns were raised over how the stepped cycle track on King Street
and the cycle crossing of the pedestrian island at the junction of
Hammersmith Road and Butterwick would affect visually impaired pedestrians
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We received responses from 29 stakeholder groups representing a range of
interests.

Conclusions and next steps
Having considered the responses to both stages of the consultation and discussed
these with LBHF, we intend to proceed with the scheme we consulted on. However,
following further investigations and design work, we have found a way of retaining
the pedestrian crossing at the south side of Shepherd’s Bush Road, which we had
proposed to remove. Retaining the crossing requires some changes to the shape of
the island and reduces the queuing space for cyclists, but we feel this to be
acceptable compromise which addresses a key concern raised by local people and
stakeholders during consultation.
We will continue to review our designs in light of the longer-term plans for Cycle
Superhighway Route nine (CS9), and we will continue to work with disability groups
to ensure that detailed design work fully considers the needs of disabled
pedestrians.
We understand the concerns of businesses and local residents regarding potential
increased congestion particularly in Hammersmith Grove. While we do not anticipate
any impact on traffic around the gyratory to be significant, we are committed to
monitoring the impact on traffic on Hammersmith Grove and other local roads in the
vicinity which may be used as alternatives to Beadon Road, and to mitigating any
major impacts which are observed.
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1.

About the proposals

1.1

Introduction

We are investing in the Capital’s vital road network to ensure London’s roads are
able to meet the needs of a growing population. As part of this plan, we are
reviewing junctions and gyratories across London to make them safer for all road
users, including cyclists, and to make journey times more reliable. Hammersmith
gyratory is used by many cyclists each day and can be an intimidating place to cycle.
We have identified it as a priority location that would benefit from significant
improvements.
We are working with the London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham to plan CS9,
which will be aligned predominantly on the A315 from the eastern end of
Hammersmith and Fulham to the western end of Hounslow; we hope to consult on
proposals in 2017 subject to further discussions with stakeholders and boroughs.
Hammersmith gyratory is a major obstacle on this route which this project aims to
overcome.

1.2

Purpose

We proposed to create a direct, kerb-segregated, two-way route for cyclists across
the northern side of the gyratory with separate cycle signals to protect them from
motorised traffic. This would remove the need to cycle around the gyratory while
mixing with fast-moving traffic and would break a key barrier to cycling in west
London.

1.3

Detailed description

We proposed a number of changes to the current road layout on the north side of
Hammersmith gyratory in order to facilitate safe east/west movement for cyclists.
The original text and proposals were displayed on our website as follows:
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To improve conditions and safety for cyclists we proposed to:









Provide a segregated two-way cycle track on the north side of Hammersmith
gyratory. Cyclists would be physically separated from traffic by a kerb. We
would make room for the cycle track by reallocating space from some
sections of the wide pavement on the south side of the road
Separate cyclist and motor vehicle movements at junctions; cyclists would
have their own traffic signals which would be green at different times to those
for motor traffic
Extend the eastbound contraflow cycle track on King Street to allow cyclists to
reach the gyratory from Hammersmith Town Hall without having to follow
Studland Street, Glenthorne Road and Beadon Road. The cycle track would
be ‘stepped’, meaning it would be at a height between the road and footway,
and become physically separated with a kerb east of Lyric Square. We would
make room for the cycle track by reallocating some space from the pavement
on the south side of King Street
Provide a short two-way section of cycle track on Queen Caroline Street to
allow access to Black’s Road and Hammersmith Bridge Road
Enable cyclists to pass through the island at the junction of Hammersmith
Broadway and Butterwick, and increase the size of the island to
accommodate cyclists and pedestrians
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Artist’s impression of the proposed road layout (looking north east)

We also proposed to make the following changes in the area:












Provide a new bus lane on Beadon Road, between Glenthorne Road and
Hammersmith Broadway
Remove the pedestrian crossing between the south side of Hammersmith
Broadway and Shepherd’s Bush Road to allow for provision of the segregated
cycle track
Install pedestrian countdown signals at the crossings of King Street, Beadon
Road, Shepherd’s Bush Road, Queen Caroline Street, Hammersmith
Broadway and Butterwick
Widen the footway on King Street where possible to provide more space for
pedestrians in this busy area
Raise the carriageway to footway level on King Street opposite Lyric Square
to make crossing more convenient for pedestrians and encourage slower
motor vehicle speed
De-clutter pavements by rationalising locations of street furniture
Increased cycle parking
Relocate one loading bay and two disabled parking bays on Black’s Road to
provide space for additional taxi rank spaces
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Artist’s impression of the proposed road layout (looking west)

Removal of pedestrian crossing
To ensure cyclists have adequate space to wait for a green signal on the island at
the south of Shepherd’s Bush Road, the consultation included plans to remove the
existing pedestrian crossing that connects this island to the south side of
Hammersmith Broadway.
Although the crossing is less well-used than others in the area, its removal would
mean pedestrians would have to find alternative routes. Those walking between the
south side of Hammersmith Broadway and the west side of Shepherd’s Bush Road
would need to cross Queen Caroline Street and Beadon Road. Those walking
between the south side of Hammersmith Broadway and the east side of Shepherd’s
Bush Road would have a choice between crossing Queen Caroline Street, Beadon
Road and Shepherd’s Bush Road or crossing Hammersmith Broadway at its junction
with Butterwick.
The vast majority of pedestrians crossing Hammersmith Broadway from outside the
Piccadilly Line tube station use the most western of the two crossings.
Impact on buses
Beadon Road is narrow and carries a high volume of buses and general traffic. To
reduce delays currently experienced by buses approaching the gyratory, we would
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provide a new bus lane on Beadon Road between Glenthorne Road and
Hammersmith Broadway, replacing one of the two general traffic lanes.
We also would need to relocate bus stop Z5 on the gyratory, which is currently used
for emergency purposes only, to Butterwick.
The impact on bus and traffic journey times
The proposals would affect some journey times through the area. In the main these
changes would not be significant, with some bus and general traffic journeys getting
shorter and some getting longer. The most notable increases in journey times will be
for traffic approaching Hammersmith gyratory from Fulham Palace Road in the
morning and evening peaks.
The impact on other road users
We proposed to relocate the position of one loading bay on Black’s Road, with the
existing dimensions retained. This provides space for a new taxi rank on the north
side.

2.

About the consultation

2.1

Purpose

The objectives of the consultation were:






To give stakeholders and the public easily understandable information about
the proposals and allow them to respond
To understand the level of support or opposition for the proposals
To understand any issues that might affect the proposal of which we were not
previously aware
To understand concerns and objections
To allow respondents to make suggestions
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2.2

Potential outcomes

The potential outcomes of the consultation are set out as follows:




We decide the consultation raises no issues that should prevent us from
proceeding with the scheme as originally planned
We modify the scheme in response to issues raised in consultation
We abandon the scheme as a result of issues raised in the consultation

Our conclusion and next steps are set out in Section 5.

2.3

Who we consulted

We consulted local residents, businesses and various stakeholder groups in order to
gather opinions.
As the area is a strategic route for high volumes of traffic travelling into and out of
London, we consulted on a pan London basis. The area is also a key public transport
hub, particularly for buses and London Underground; we therefore targeted users of
these services.

2.4

Dates and duration

The consultations ran from 2 February to 15 March 2016 and from 22 August to 25
September 2016. The second consultation was held after we learned that residents
and businesses in the scheme area had not received a letter from us during the first
consultation (see 2.8.2). It was designed to enable these local residents and
businesses to comment if they had not already done so.

2.5

What we asked

We asked the following questions in both consultations:








Whether the respondent currently uses Hammersmith gyratory
Whether the respondent supports/partially supports/does not support/has no
opinion the scheme
Personal details of the respondent
What type of transport the respondent currently uses
Comments on the proposal (free text box)
How the respondent heard about the consultation
What the respondent thought about the quality of the consultation
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2.6

Methods of responding

We accepted responses via our consultation website, email, post and also from
feedback forms available at drop-in sessions.

2.7

Consultation materials and publicity

We produced a range of consultation materials in order to inform and solicit feedback
about our proposals from residents, local businesses, stakeholders and other
interested parties. Details of the materials and publicity are provided below.
2.7.1

Website

We created a consultation website containing maps, visualisations, anticipated
impacts on traffic movements, and frequently asked questions. The website allowed
visitors to leave feedback about the proposals.
The website can be found at https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/roads/hammersmithgyratory.
We developed a duplicate website for a second consultation period in August 2016
for people who had not received a letter at the time of the first consultation (see
below). This replicated all details from the original webpage, including questions and
the ability to leave feedback. The website can be found at
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/roads/hammersmith-gyratory-1
Details of the consultation were also carried on the LBHF website on the following
link: https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/articles/news/2016/02/have-your-say-plans-new-cycletracks-hammersmith-fulham
2.7.2

Letters and leaflets

During the February 2016 consultation, A5 leaflets were distributed locally and made
available at LBHF Town Hall via the Business Improvement District and local
community venues.
In August 2016, letters were distributed to all residents and businesses in the area
marked below:
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2.7.3

Emails to public

On 8 February 2016 we emailed 59,619 customers registered on our database to
inform them of the consultation and direct them to both the website and the public
drop-in sessions. 32 per cent of the emails (18,794) were opened.
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2.7.4

Emails to stakeholders

We emailed 526 stakeholders to infom them that the consultation was live and invite
their reponses. The recipients included business organisations, bus operators,
cycling groups, and other interested parties.
The launch of consultation was carried as headline news in the Road Freight Bulletin
issue number 190 on 4 February 2016. This encouraged all road freight operators to
respond to the consultation, and was sent to over 10,000 contacts.
2.7.5

Press and media activity

We issued a press release announcing the launch of the consultation and promoting
the local drop in sessions. This featured in various media outlets including the
Evening Standard and Get West London.
Details of the consultation were published in the On Route magazine, with a target
audience of taxi drivers.
2.7.6

On-site advertising

The A5 leaflets were handed out to members of the public on Thursday 18 February,
Wednesday 24 February and Saturday 5 March to coincide with the public drop-in
sessions. The leaflets were distributed at various locations, including Hammersmith
bus station, Hammersmith underground stations and King Street.
During the first consultation leaflets were hand-delivered to all commercial premises
on Kings Street, Beadon Road, Shepherd’s Bush Road, Hammersmith Road,
Hammersmith Broadway, Butterwick and Queen Caroline Street.
2.7.7

Public meetings, events and exhibitions

We held three public drop-in events for the consultation in order to engage with
stakeholders and members of the public. The sessions were all held at St Paul’s
Church on Queen Caroline Street on the following dates:




Thursday 18 February 15:00-19:00
Wednesday 24 February 09.00-12.00
Saturday 5 March 09:00-12:00

LBHF conducted an officer review of the scheme at the Community Safety,
Environment & Residents Services Policy & Accountability Committee on 2 March
2016. Minutes of this meeting can be found here:
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http://democracy.lbhf.gov.uk/documents/g4286/Public%20reports%20pack%2002ndMar2016%2019.00%20Community%20Safety%20Environment%20and%20Residents%
20Services%20Polic.pdf?T=10
LBHF also hosted a display at Hammersmith Town Hall for the duration of the
consultation. The display included A1 display boards of our proposals, leaflets, traffic
modelling data and frequently asked questions. Visitors to the display were
encouraged to respond to the consultation directly.
2.7.8

Meetings with stakeholders

We met directly with the following stakeholders:
Local authorities & statutory bodies
 LBHF
Accessibility Groups
 Hammersmith and Fulham Disability Forum
Business groups
 Hammersmith Business Improvement District
Businesses, employers and venues
 All businesses on Beadon Road, King Street, Shepherd’s Bush Road,
Hammermsith Broadway, Hammersmith Road and Black’s Road were visited
and delivered copies of the leaflet.
Road freight industry
We presented to representatives of the freight industry regarding impacts on freight
of the scheme on Tuesday 8 March 2016. Attendees included:
 Freight Transport Association
 Road Haulage Association
 John Lewis
 Sainsbury’s
 Tesco
 DHL Tradeteam
Local interest groups
 HFcyclists
 Hammersmith Grove Residents Association
 The Hammersmith Society
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2.8

Equalities impacts

We took the following steps to ensure that those less able to respond to the
consultation, such as elderly and disabled, could do so.


Emailing the following disability groups
o
o
o
o
o
o

The British Dyslexia Association
AgeUK London
Guide Dogs
Royal National Institute for the Blind
Action on Hearing Loss
Inclusion London



Meeting with Hammersmith and Fulham Disability Forum Planning Group to
discuss the proposals and help them formally respond to the consultation.



Materials produced were available in braille and large font on request.

2.9 Analysis of consultation responses
JMP Consultants were commissioned to analyse the consultation responses from
the first consultation. The responses from the second consultation were analysed by
TfL using the same methodology used by JMP.
Closed questions were reviewed and the results have been tabulated and reported.
Open questions, where respondents provided comments on the overall scheme or
parts of it, were read and analysed in detail. Each individual comment was attributed
one or more codes according to the issues that were raised. The information was
also analysed and tabulated.
Results are reported in sections three and four of this report.
Where more than one response had been submitted from the same person and
email address, these responses were combined before the data was passed to JMP.
Personal data was removed from responses before being passed for analysis in
accordance with data protection laws.
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3. About the respondents
This section sets out the demographics of the respondents from both parts of the
consultation combined. It includes the overall percentages of respondents, how they
heard about the consultation and the methods of responding.
NB: All values are rounded to the nearest integer, all percentages are calculated
based on the total number of respondents (780).

3.1

Number of respondents

750 (96%) responses were from individuals and 30 (4%) were submitted on behalf of
an organisation.
Type of response

February
August
Total
Consultation Consultation

%

Public responses

627

123

750

96

Stakeholder responses

27

3

30

4

Total

654

126

780

100

3.2

How respondents heard about the consultation

697 (89%) respondents answered this question and 83 (11%) did not.
356 respondents (46%) heard about the consultation by an email from TfL and 102
respondents (13%) heard about the consultation via social media.
86 respondents (11%) stated other, which included the local Council newsletter and
website, an email from the local councillor and local cycling clubs.
49 respondents (6%) read about the consultation in the press, 46 (6%) saw it on the
TfL website and 57 (7%) heard about it via a letter from TfL.
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February
Consultation

August
Consultation

Total

%

Received an email from TfL

335

21

356

46

Social Media

82

20

102

13

Other

81

5

86

11

Not answered

75

8

83

11

Read about it in the press

47

2

49

6

Saw it on the TfL website

28

18

46

6

Received a letter from TfL

9

48

57

7

656

122

778

100

How respondents heard

Total

.

3.3

Postcodes of respondents

620 respondents (79%) chose to give their postcode.
403 respondents (52%) were from the borough of Hammersmith and Fulham,
including Hammersmith Broadway.
The most common postcodes are listed below.

Postcode

February
Consultation

August
Consultation

Total

%

W6

201

46

247

31

W14

112

4

116

15

SW1

33

7

40

5

W12

30

2

32

4

W4

23

4

27

3

Other

130

28

158

24
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3.4

Distribution of postcodes of respondents

The following map illustrates the distribution of respondents to the February 2016
consultation:

The map below illustrates the distribution of respondents to the August 2016
consultation:
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3.5 How respondents related to the scheme area
750 respondents answered regarding their association with the Hammersmith
gyratory.
508 respondents (65%) stated that they were a local resident and 137 (18%)
responded stating that they were commuters through the area.
97 respondents (12%) were employed locally, 94 (12%) regularly visit the area and
48 (6%) stated that they were business owners in the area.
48 respondents (6%) stated that they were not local, but were interested in the area.
February
August
Total
Consultation Consultation

Type of Respondent

%

Local Resident

435

73

508

65

Commuter to the area

115

22

137

18

Employed locally

81

16

97

12

Visitors to area

77

17

94

12

Not local

40

8

48

6

Business Owners

36

12

48

6

Did not answer

25

5

30

4

3.6 Usage of Hammersmith gyratory
776 respondents answered the question regarding their usage of the Hammersmith
gyratory. Four respondents did not answer the question.
Of the 776 respondents who answered this question, 722 (93%) said they currently
use the gyratory, whilst 54 (7%) said that they do not.
Usage of Hammersmith gyratory (Q1)

February
August
Total
Consultation Consultation

%

Yes

606

116

722

93

No

48

6

54

7

Total

654

122

776

100
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3.7 Type of Transport
741 (95%) of the 780 respondents answered regarding their chosen modes of
transport through Hammersmith gyratory:
Usage of Hammersmith gyratory (Q1)

February
August
Total
Consultation Consultation

%

Tube

459

62

521

67

Walk

457

59

516

66

Bicycle

427

48

475

61

Bus

379

52

431

55

Private Car

274

49

323

41

Taxi

155

48

203

26

Other (inc. motorcycle, moped, train)

15

2

17

2

Van

8

1

9

1

Lorry

4

0

4

<1

Coach

3

1

4

<1

4. Summary of all consultation responses
This chapter provides a summary of the responses to each consultation question.

4.1 Summary of support regarding the proposals
We asked respondents whether they support or do not support the proposed
changes to Hammersmith gyratory.
Of the 780 respondents, 775 (99%) stated their opinion on the proposals. Where
email/written submissions were received and did not specifically say whether they
supported/partially supported or did not support the proposals, we interpreted their
response based on their comments.




405 (52%) respondents fully supported the proposals
165 (21%) respondents partially supported the proposals
175 (22%) did not support the proposals
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Do you support the proposals for this
scheme?

February
August
Total
Consultation Consultation

%

Support

371

34

405

52

Partially support

144

21

165

21

Do not support

111

64

175

22

Not sure

19

3

22

3

No opinion

7

1

8

1

Not Answered

4

1

5

<1

656

124

780

100

Total

4.2 Summary of responses regarding the scheme
619 (79%) of respondents provided a comment about the proposals for
Hammersmith gyratory, King Street, Beadon Road and Hammersmith Road.
4.2.1 General:
343 (44%) respondents were generally positive towards the scheme. 264 (34%)
respondents were generally negative towards the scheme, whilst 169 (22%) left
comments that were neutral. 4 (<1%) respondents left void responses (e.g. left
blank or “no”).
Comments regarding the proposals

February
Consultation

August
Total
Consultation

%

Generally positive

274

69

343

44

Generally negative

137

127

264

34

Neutral

101

38

169

22

Void

3

1

4

<1

Total

515

235

780

100

4.2.2 Frequently raised points for Question 3
We have summarised significant themes from the 619 comments left in response to
Question 3: Do you have any comments on the proposals for Hammersmith
gyratory, King Street, Beadon Road and Hammersmith Road?
It is noted that there is occasional overlap between comments and themes. Where
this is the case the comments have been placed under the most suitable theme.
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Scheme area:


79 (10%) of respondents suggested the area the scheme covered did not go
far enough and should include the whole gyratory system.



6 (<1%) respondents suggested an area wide 20mph speed limit should be
introduced as part of the proposals.



5 (<1%) respondents thought the removal of street clutter from outside the
tube station would improve the area.

Impact on cyclists:


124 (16%) respondents stated that the proposals would make cycling in the
area safer; 8 respondents (1%) thought the proposals would make cycling in
the area more dangerous



62 (8%) respondents stated that the proposed cycle lanes are shown to be
too narrow, and should be widened



47 (6%) suggested that their cycle journey times would be improved if the
proposals were introduced



33 (4%) were concerned that there were too many traffic signals for cyclists
to use and this would interrupt their journey



29 (4%) of respondents stated that proposals will not work as cyclists are
poorly behaved and do not follow the Highway Code



18 (2%) requested that the angle of kerb lines needs to be better considered
with “soft” or “forgiving kerbs” for cyclists



12 (2%) respondents were concerned about how the contra flow cycle lane
would work



11 (1%) respondents thought the scheme ended abruptly at the end of
Black’s Road

Impact on pedestrians:


82 (11%) respondents did not want to see the pedestrian crossing on the
south side of Shepherd’s Bush Road removed



74 (9%) thought the proposed scheme would make the area more
dangerous for pedestrians and that pedestrians would no longer have priority
when crossing the road



13 (2%) thought the proposals would improve pedestrian safety in the area
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Impact on vehicular traffic:


118 (15%) respondents stated that the proposals will lead to an increase in
traffic and congestion through the gyratory



16 (2%) said they were concerned that journey times for buses and cars
would increase; 4 (<1%) suggested that vehicular journey times would
improve



18 (2%) respondents expressed concern regarding the level of disruption
anticipated during construction of the scheme



10 (1%) suggested the proposed layout was “messy” and would create
confusion for road users

Impact on bus passengers:


16 (2%) suggested the bus lane at Beadon Road would not be beneficial to
the area as it would increase traffic congestion; 6 (<1%) it would be
beneficial

Public realm


Of the 780 respondents, 14 (<2%) believed there should be more facilities on
King Street including better shopping facilities, increased/extended cycle
lanes and better crossing points



13 (<2%) respondents felt that there were a lack of facilities on Beadon Road
and 13 (<2%) felt there was a lack on Shepherd’s Bush Road

4.3 Summary of responses regarding the quality of the consultation
4.3.1 General
We asked respondents to give their opinion regarding the quality of our consultation.
Of the 780 respondents, 309 (40%) provided a comment. Percentages are
calculated based on the 780 responses.
4.3.2 Frequently raised points were:


182 (23%) respondents stated that the consultation was of a good quality,
was well done or was of an excellent standard
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46 (6%) stated that the consultation had clear and effective illustrations, and
a further 33 (4%) found the consultation informative. 25 (3%) stated the
consultation was clear and 7 (<1%) said that the consultation was concise



35 (4%) said that more information was required, specifically in regards to
cycle lane widths and clarity on journey times



36 (5%) stated that the consultation was poorly publicised (e.g. they only
found it by chance and it was not widespread); with 14 respondents saying
that they felt that they would not be listened to (<2%)



16 (2%) of respondents stated that clearer illustrations were needed, whilst 3
(<1%) found the illustrations unrealistic



7 (<1%) respondents highlighted that the proposals required a greater focus
on other road users such as those with disabilities



4 (<1%) suggested there should have been more options for the proposals

4.4 Responses from stakeholder groups:
This section summarises responses from stakeholders. As well as being
summarised here, the stakeholder responses are included in the analysis of
responses earlier in this chapter and in Appendix A. Although stakeholder
submissions have been summarised for the purposes of this report, the full
responses are always used for analysis purposes.
All but three stakeholders responded to the first consultation. We have indicated in
the summaries where the responses were to the second consultation.
Emergency services, boroughs, statutory bodies:
London Fire Brigade (LFB):


LFB Officers have visited the site and can confirm that the proposed work will
have no effect on their operations



The LFB is happy to work with LBHF with the new dedicated cycling lanes,
support the Mayors Vision for Cycling, and recognise the benefits which the
proposed changes bring

London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham
The Council is in support of:


The provision of a segregated two way cycle track on the north side of the
gyratory
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The separation of cyclists and motor vehicles at junctions and cyclists having
their own traffic signals



Providing a two-way section of cycle track on Queen Caroline
Street to allow access to Black’s Road and Hammersmith Bridge Road



Installing pedestrian countdown signals at all crossings in the scheme



De-cluttering and re-paving or resurfacing



Increasing cycle parking

The Council has concerns with the following proposals:


The extension of the eastbound contra-flow cycle track on King Street



The provision of such a track being a single ‘stepped track’ construction



The removal of the pedestrian crossing between Hammersmith Broadway and
Shepherd’s Bush Road



The provision of with-flow cycle lanes from the Butterwick /Hammersmith
Road junction along Hammersmith Road

London TravelWatch


Disappointed that bus services that carry huge numbers of passengers are
going to be delayed with a vague promise that something might be done
elsewhere. If there are to be compensating journey time reductions they
should be proposed as part of the package



Recommend that the whole gyratory system needs looking at and dealing with
together rather than just one corner of it. One measure should be to close
some of the side roads off to reduce the complexity of the junction

Transport groups:
20s Plenty for Us:


Suggest removing the pedestrian crossing is a disbenefit of this scheme as
the crossing is heavily used and serves desire lines. Felt this would impact
upon safety



Indicated that there should be a 20mph speed limit introduced in line with the
rest of the borough-wide scheme

The Confederation of Passenger Transport


Welcome the provision of segregated cycle lanes which are mandatory for
cyclists and not only remove the risk of collision, but in this case will have a
minimal impact on other road users
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Would welcome confirmation that coaches will continue to be permitted to use
the new and existing sections of bus lane, and that there are no plans to
restrict access for non-TfL services



As this area is commonly used by coach traffic, home to school transport in
particular, the stakeholder would like confirmation that these will continue to
be permitted to access bus stops for the purpose of pick up and set down of
passengers and that there are no plans to extend the local buses only
restrictions



Highlight that the removal of the existing pedestrian crossing from
Hammersmith Broadway to the island at the south side of Shepherd’s Bush
Road could mean pedestrians attempting to cross outside the designated
crossings rather than take the somewhat longer but safer route, presenting a
risk to their safety and that of all road users



Urge consideration be given to designating the loading bays, the one to the
south end of Shepherd’s Bush Road in particular, as mixed used bays for the
use of coaches as well as goods vehicles. This would assist with the provision
of pick up points suitable for home to school transport

RATPDev London (London United)


Argue that traffic on Hammersmith Broadway is already over capacity, and
the introduction of the cycle lanes will only make this worse



Highlight how traffic is poor during the AM and PM peaks, and how journey
times will inevitably increase with these proposals

Licensed Taxi Drivers Association:


Concern over whether taxis will be able to stop alongside the cycle lanes to
load / set down mobility impaired passengers

Richmond Cycling Campaign on behalf of the Hammersmith and Fulham
Cycling Campaign:


Concerns that nothing is said about the timing of the implementation of the
proposals under consultation, which may be critical in view of the planned
closure of Hammersmith Bridge for major repair work later this year, and the
resulting changes in traffic flows as drivers are forced to use Putney and
Chiswick Bridges instead



State that there are greater dangers to cyclists elsewhere in the gyratory
system, particularly for those heading south along the eastbound side and
then wishing to turn right in order to access Hammersmith Bridge Road.
Therefore, a more holistic approach to the gyratory needs to be taken
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CTC London Representative


Suggest that the cycle crossings should be moved adjacent to the pedestrian
crossings (or as close as possible) to reduce vehicles blocking the cycle
crossing which can lead to dangerous conditions for cyclists and lead to
delays



Advocate that the offside bus lane on Shepherd’s Bush Road should be
removed as it is considered dangerous for cyclists

Wheels for Wellbeing:


Recommend that the crossing from Hammersmith Road to Hammersmith
Broadway should be made in one movement, avoiding the island. This would
make the pedestrian crossing via the island far friendlier for visually impaired
people



Highlight how heading west, the access to the cycle track though the
gyratory is via a bus lane. Suggest that there should be similar provision as
to when heading East. Better protection than a bus lane is required to make
access to this infrastructure inclusive

London Cycling Campaign and HFcyclists:


Welcome the increased provision for cyclists at this hostile and dangerous
location – particularly the improved and protected east-west route for cyclists



Believe that the proposals do not go far enough:
o Believe that the gyratory itself remains a major barrier to not just
cycling but also walking. Huge numbers of pedestrians and public
transport users access Hammersmith station and the shopping centre
in the Broadway, yet these people remain effectively marooned in the
gyratory with major pedestrian desire lines blocked or unfulfilled and
motor vehicles still forming a barrier to movement
o Argue that the scheme fails to facilitate north-south movement for
cyclists through the area, e.g. to Fulham Palace Road
o Highlight how the scheme stops abruptly at both ends leading into
streets remaining major barriers to cycling. Suggest that unless these
streets are also knitted into a broader network of safe and inviting
cycling routes, this scheme will solely benefit current cyclists, rather
than enabling many more journeys to be cycled



Believe that traffic capacity has been put at a higher priority than boosting
cycling numbers or improving pedestrian access. Concerned that this has
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resulted in a series of compromises that have negatively affected the
scheme for cycling


Highlight that LCC have their standards and the proposals have the following
design issues:
o Concerned about the cycle and pedestrian signal timings. Cyclists
should, for instance, be able to cross the Butterwick/Hammersmith
Road island in one go. Certainly cyclists and pedestrians should not be
delayed more than motor vehicles in moving through the area
o Express their concerns that the eastbound segregated cycle track on
King Street looks particularly narrow and that it is vital for areas likely to
receive high flows of cyclists to have tracks that are a minimum of 2m
which allows for comfortable and safe overtaking. To maximise track
capacity, LCC would prefer 2.2m wherever possible. The same issue
also appears to affect the two-way track on Queen Caroline Street
o Indicate that a mandatory lane on Queen Caroline Street is simply not
sufficient protection. Ideal would be a protected or stepped track that
runs directly across Black's Road with strong design elements to
control driver behaviour at the junction (e.g. continuous footway, raised
table, very tight geometry)

We also received a further response to the second consultation that commenced in
August from HFcyclists proposing a different road layout as follows:


Moving the bus stop back to the west of Hammersmith Grove. In the last
stretch of Beadon Road there would be a bus lane on the right, a central
lane for general traffic and a cycle lane on the left hand side



At the Glenthorne Road / Hammersmith Grove junction there would be no
right hand turn for general eastbound traffic. At this junction there will be a
stop sign for Hammersmith Grove traffic to allow cyclists to cross to the cycle
lane. The last stretch of Hammersmith Grove would be southbound only, and
comprise a cycle lane and a traffic lane



New traffic signals would be installed at the Hammersmith Grove / Beadon
Road junction. These signals would control individual lanes



Buses leaving the new bus stop could queue in the left hand lane at the new
lights. At the appointed time in the lights cycle, any buses waiting to move off
would cross over to the bus lane on the right hand side of Beadon road. This
phase could be extended to allow all waiting buses to pass



Cyclists from Hammersmith Grove could flow at the same time as both the
buses and then the general traffic from Beadon Road, as their paths do not
cross
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Road Haulage Association


Argue that the proposals do not state the dimensions of the loading bay that
has been relocated from Shepherd’s Bush Road. As the loading bay is on
the inside of the cycle lane it needs to be wide enough so vehicle wing
mirrors do not protrude into the two-way segregated cycle and create a
hazard to passing cyclists. They argue that this issue is similarly found at
the Black’s Road and Bridge Avenue/King Street junction



Highlight that the left turn out of King Street appears to be a very sharp turn
of about 120 degrees. This may be an intimidating situation for cyclists as
they approach the gyratory on King Street, having vehicles heading straight
towards them before the vehicles turn into King Street. Buses and some
other vehicles like Car Transporters have a front overhang of over 2m, and a
turning vehicle could easily extend 1m over any kerb protection

Tower Transit:


Suggest that removing cycles from the gyratory is a good idea, however
reducing cycle times for general traffic, specifically bus journey times, is a
bad idea



Argue that the removal of the emergency bus stop defeats the whole object
of the scheme, as the removal of the stop will increase journey times around
the gyratory

Kuehne + Nagel Drink Logistics Ltd:


Concerned about the proposal to move the loading bay around the corner
onto Shepherd’s Bush Road, increasing the distance from vehicle to cellar
and leaving the vehicle out of sight of the delivery point



Delivering to Belushi’s access point would be unwise as this would require
parking in the gyratory, impacting flow of traffic and safety

Resident/Local Interest Groups:
Hammersmith Grove Residents Association:


Responded to the first consultation and met directly with LBHF during the
second consultation to discuss a number of local issues. Expressed their
concerns that the spill over of general traffic will affect local roads which will
add to the existing pollution caused by commercial, school runs and general
traffic
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Winslow Road Amenity Group:


Responded to the second consultation. Object to the narrowing of any of the
lanes on the gyratory. Concerns regarding disruption that is already being
caused by various schemes being compounded by the potential construction
of this scheme

Hammersmith Broadway Ward Safer Neighbourhood Panel:


The latest proposal for the gyratory is welcomed as the use of shared
crossings will be discontinued. Segregation will make crossing for both
pedestrians and cyclists safer



Highlights how the proposal only covers the north of the gyratory and it is
essential that this southern end of the gyratory is included in the plan. There
is already conflict and danger to pedestrians in this group of shared
crossings

Hammersmith Society:


Concerned that the proposals only address the northern half of the gyratory;
there was little or no explanation as to arrangements for cyclists coming to or
from the A4 (especially from the east), Fulham Palace Road or
Hammersmith Bridge



Request that the Zebra crossing adjacent Lyric Square be changed to a
Pelican. The present situation delays all traffic in Beadon Road including
buses. The potential for pedestrian accidents at present is quite significant,
particularly on market days



Some concern is expressed about the practicality of extending the
eastbound cycle contraflow in King Street from Bridge Avenue to the
Broadway. This concern is based around the availability of width to achieve it
rather than the principle



There is support for the more subtle denoting of the cycle routes rather than
relying on coloured finishes which either fade or are removed as a result of
roadworks/maintenance



State that any proposals finally implemented should be well considered in
terms of good lighting, signage, road marking and signalling but should also
keep street clutter to a minimum



Overall there is support in principle for improvements, but these need to be
further investigated and illustrated for the gyratory as a whole, and in the
long term considered as part of the improvement of Hammersmith centre as
a whole
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Hammersmith and Fulham Commission on Air Quality:


The scheme is billed as improving safety for cyclists but there are, as yet, no
proposals for cleaner and safer air



Highlight that further analysis is required. Projections might include an
assessment of pollution to be experienced by pedestrians and by cyclists in
respect of the proposed scheme



Measures might include separation of cyclists (and pedestrians) from traffic,
physical barriers to pollution, and greening and tree planting schemes to
remove or disperse NOx and particulates

Hammersmith and Fulham Disability Forum Planning Group


Concerned that 50mm is not an effective physical delineation to alert visually
impaired people to the presence of a cycle track adjacent to the footway.
Would prefer the height of the kerb on the footway side of the cycle track to
be at the same whether it is a segregated or a stepped cycle track. This
would be better for visually impaired pedestrians



Consider that the triangular islands do not provide enough information to
assist visually impaired people navigating a route across the island when
neither pedestrian crossing is directly opposite each other. Propose that the
remaining two pedestrian crossings are aligned so they are directly opposite
each other



Highlight how more pedestrians may need to use the informal crossing at the
bus station entrance/exit. Recommend a review of the current arrangements
to make it easier for pedestrians to cross as this route is now an important
one



Recommend that the triangular island at the Hammersmith
Broadway/Hammersmith Road/Butterwick junction be adjusted
o The signalised pedestrian crossing at the north side of Hammersmith
Road and the traffic island should be realigned; the three pedestrian
crossings in a Y shape do not contain tactile information to assist blind
people navigating a route across the island when none of the
pedestrian crossings are directly opposite each other
o There is a stepped cycle lane that crosses this island without proper
delineation



Advocate site visits to explore the options for physical delineation on the
ground so a blind person could navigate the island independently to find the
right pedestrian crossing
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Business Groups/Local Businesses
Hammersmith Business Improvement District


Supports the proposals to improve the gyratory as part of the Better
Junctions programme



Feel that this is an incomplete scheme as it does not take into account the
south side of the gyratory



Have concerns regarding the proposed bus lane in Beadon Road; during
rush hour this junction is very busy and is the cause for some of the worst
congestion in West London. To further reduce this to one lane will only make
it worse and cause huge tailbacks in the area



Support the idea of segregated cycle lanes however believe that the plans
for the Shepherd’s Bush Road junction, heading towards the north of the
borough will lead to confusion. Suggests that there should be one
uninterrupted cycle lane that the cyclist can follow round the corner and into
Shepherd’s Bush Road

Inflection Point:


State that the proposals are good for everyone, in particular making King
Street two way for cyclists and separating them from pedestrians

TASC (private company):


Believe the proposals are a good idea, as the current situation is not safe

Journey Latin America:


Concerns raised over the position of cyclists of Butterwick heading towards
the hospital

Buchanan Computing Ltd:


Object to the proposed removal of the pedestrian crossing used by staff and
visitors walking between their offices and the Piccadilly and District Line
Underground station. The removal may cause an unreasonable disbenefit to
pedestrians that will detract from the advantage to cyclists. It could be seen
as TfL favouring cyclists to the extent of disadvantaging pedestrians and
exposing them to additional danger



Many pedestrians will continue to follow their ‘desire line’ out of habit or to
save time and will continue to cross Hammersmith Broadway where the
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crossing was previously, thereby exposing themselves and others to danger
This could result in a increase in personal injuries as a result of the scheme
and require further works to be undertaken

Kingsmith Care:


Support the proposals, however more should be done to slow the traffic
down around the entire gyratory system and to create a greater awareness
of other road users
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5.

Conclusion and next steps

We received 780 responses across the two consultations, of which 73% supported
or partially supported our proposals.
Having considered the responses to the consultations and discussed these with
LBHF, we intend to proceed with the scheme we consulted on. However, following
further investigations and design work, we have found a way of retaining the
pedestrian crossing at the south side of Shepherd’s Bush Road, which we had
proposed to remove. Retaining the crossing requires some changes to the shape of
the island and reduces the queuing space for cyclists, but we feel this to be
acceptable compromise which addresses a key concern raised by local people and
stakeholders during consultation.
We will continue to review our designs in light of the longer-term plans for CS9, on
which public consultation is planned for 2017. Detailed design for the gyratory will
ensure that emerging designs for CS9 are carefully considered, that any
modifications to the gyratory scheme are kept to a minimum, and that both projects
are carefully planned to minimise disruption to the road network.
We acknowledge concerns relating to possible increased congestion in
Hammersmith Grove, but do not anticipate the impact to be significant, with our
modelling showing only small changes in traffic flow at Hammersmith Grove.
Nevertheless, we are committed to monitoring the impact on traffic on Hammersmith
Grove, along with other local roads in the vicinity that may be used as alternatives to
Beadon Road, and to mitigating any major impacts which are observed.
Some concerns were raised over the interaction between pedestrians and cyclists at
certain design features such as the stepped cycle track on King Street and the cycle
crossing of the pedestrian island at the junction of Hammersmith Road and
Butterwick. While we are confident that the proposals provide a good balance
between improving cycle facilities on the gyratory and limiting adverse impacts on
other road users, we are committed to ensuring that the most vulnerable road users
are not unduly affected. We will continue to work with disability groups to ensure that
ongoing detailed design work considers the needs of disabled pedestrians.
Our responses to issues commonly raised in consultation can be found in Appendix
A.
Subject to the granting of necessary approvals, we plan to start construction in
autumn 2017 with completion due in 2018. We will provide details of construction
works to local residents and businesses that may be affected in due course.
Construction work will be carefully coordinated with closures of Hammersmith Bridge
to ensure that disruption to the road network is minimised as far as possible.
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Appendix A: Our responses to issues
frequently raised
Our responses to commonly raised issues are outlined below
Concerns over impact on traffic movement.
Hammersmith is a very important location for the movement of pedestrians,
motorists, bus passengers and cyclists. We have carried out extensive traffic
modelling of the gyratory and surrounding area, the results of which can be found
here https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/roads/hammersmithgyratory/user_uploads/hammersmith-gyratory-modelling-text.pdf
Our proposals will mean changes to journey times for traffic. In the main, these
changes are not expected to be significant, with some bus and road journeys getting
shorter and some getting longer. Throughout the design process we have
recognised the need to balance the requirement for improved cycling provision whilst
maintaining motor traffic movement around the gyratory, and we believe that our
proposals achieve this.
The modelling results do show, however, some increase in traffic on Goldhawk Road
and Hammersmith Grove. Although we do not anticipate the impact to be significant
we are committed to monitoring the impact of traffic on these roads, along with other
local roads in the vicinity that may be used as alternatives to Beadon Road, and to
mitigating any major impacts which are observed.
Some respondents expressed concerns regarding the number of traffic signals that
we are proposing to introduce. We have proposed dedicated traffic signals in order
to safely separate cyclists from motor traffic which will mean that cyclists will
sometimes have to wait at a red signal while other traffic receives a green signal.
Any delay for cyclists is necessary to provide separation from other traffic and allow
cyclists to move through the junction with minimal interaction with motorised
vehicles. The proposed layout provides a more direct route through Hammersmith
Town Centre than is currently possible; cyclists can move eastbound along the
whole of King Street and westbound along Hammersmith Broadway.
We propose to mitigate changes to traffic patterns by adjusting the traffic signal
timings in the local area. We are investing in advanced traffic signal technology to
allow us to better manage traffic in London as wider traffic conditions change. There
will also be customer information to enable road users to make informed journey
choices and campaigns to encourage road users to check before they travel.
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Removal of the crossing on Hammersmith Broadway would cause
unacceptable inconvenience to pedestrians, and pedestrians are losing
priority elsewhere within the scheme
The removal of the pedestrian crossing between the south side of Hammersmith
Broadway and Shepherd’s Bush Road was proposed to maximise space for cyclists
waiting for a green signal on the island. Owing to the volume and strength of the
concerns that have been raised, we have revisited the design of this section and can
confirm that a crossing will be retained in this location.
All other pedestrian crossings are being retained. There will be no loss of pedestrian
priority as all cyclist movements are controlled by traffic signals. After construction
we will measure cyclists’ compliance with the new traffic signals and take mitigating
measures if any problems are identified.
Why hasn’t the whole of the gyratory been considered?
Many respondents suggested that the project should aim to improve facilities on
cycling and pedestrian desire lines around the whole gyratory rather than focussing
on the northern arm. This was considered early in the design stage and while we
recognise that Hammersmith gyratory would benefit from such improvements, it is
not currently possible to consider changes of this scale within the project’s financial
and road network capacity constraints. We have instead proposed a solution which
is achievable, addresses the principal cycling route through the gyratory, and
complements Hammersmith and Fulham council’s cycling strategy.
Some concerns were raised about the extents of the scheme on King Street and
Hammersmith Road. We will be working closely with LBHF over the coming months
to ensure that emerging designs for CS9 are carefully considered during detailed
design for Hammersmith gyratory. Any enhancements to Hammersmith gyratory
which would be necessary as a result of CS9 will be publically consulted on in due
course.
Together with LBHF, we are exploring potential options for the longer-term
transformation of Hammersmith town centre and the gyratory. One objective of any
longer term scheme at the gyratory will be to promote cycling as a key mode of
sustainable transport and improve connectivity between all major cycling trip origins
and destinations in the area. Other objectives will be enhancing the urban realm,
improving pedestrian connectivity and providing reliable bus journey times in the
area. These longer term gyratory options are being considered as part of LBHF’s
current work developing a Hammersmith Town Centre Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD). As part of the SPD work LBHF has established a residents
working group to input to it’s development. A SPD is due to be available in 2017
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The proposed cycle lanes are too narrow.
We have provided as much space for cycling as possible while maintaining bus and
traffic flow and avoiding undue impact on pedestrians in the heavily constrained area
of Hammersmith Town Centre. We are confident that the proposal strikes an
appropriate balance in terms of offering cyclists a significant improvement, without
disproportionately impacting other transport modes.
Owing to space constraints, and the need to maintain pedestrian comfort on King
Street, the maximum width of a contraflow cycle track that could be accommodated
is 2.0 metres. For the short section between Lyric Square and Queen Caroline Street
a reduction in width to 1.5 metres with a 0.5 metre segregating island is necessary to
protect cyclists from turning traffic, particularly HGVs and buses, moving from Queen
Caroline Street on to King Street. This is the maximum that could be achieved for a
contraflow cycle lane this location.
The design of this section will be reviewed as part of the CS9.
The stepped track on King Street disadvantages visually impaired pedestrians.
Concerns have been raised that a 50 millimetre height difference is not adequate to
alert blind and visually impaired people to the presence of a stepped cycle track, with
a preference that a full-height kerb is used on the footway side of the cycle track.
Options for the profile of the footway have been considered in feasibility design and
we are satisfied that the proposed height difference between the footway and cycle
track conforms to necessary standards regarding accessibility. This height difference
will provide a detectable edge to assist visually impaired pedestrians. We will
continue to work with disability groups to ensure that ongoing detailed design work
considers the needs of disabled pedestrians.
It is not clear how the contraflow cycle lane on King Street would operate.
To provide an eastbound cycling link between Angel Walk and Queen Caroline
Street cyclists would be provided with dedicated road space on the north side of King
Street between the footway and the westbound carriageway. This would be for
eastbound cyclists only, westbound cyclists would have to use the general traffic
lane to move from Queen Caroline Street to Angel Walk and beyond.
Westbound cyclists should be able to cross from Hammersmith Road to
Hammersmith Broadway in one movement
This was considered during the feasibility design stage. Allowing this movement to
be made in one stage would, however, mean traffic and buses would have to be held
at a red signal for longer. It is believed that this would lead to unacceptable delays to
the local road network.
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Visually impaired pedestrians will find it hard to cross the island at the
junction of Hammersmith Road and Butterwick.
The use of tactile and coloured surfaces, as well as level differences on the island
will be carefully considered during detailed design, to delineate the cycle lane and
assist visually impaired pedestrians. We will continue to work with disability groups to
ensure that ongoing detailed design work considers the needs of disabled
pedestrians.
Loading bay on Shepherd’s Bush Road
Although the loading bay will be relocated, the dimensions of the existing facility will
be maintained, so there will be no reduction in provision. We are satisfied that
current loading requirements for individual businesses will not be adversely
impacted.
Concerns over coordination of construction work
We will be working with LBHF over the coming months to ensure that the overall
network impact of the construction work is minimised; coordination with other major
works in the area, including any closures of Hammersmith Bridge will be central to
this planning.
Provision for coaches
We are not proposing to make any changes to the availability to existing bus stops
and bus lanes for coaches. The bay on Shepherd’s Bush Road will remain for use for
loading only as it is essential it is kept clear for the businesses on Hammersmith
Broadway. This is something that LBHF may be open to consider in the future.
The amended loading bays on Black’s Road will also remain for loading only as
coaches entering Black’s Road would not be able to safely turn to exit onto
Hammersmith Road.
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Appendix B: Our responses to individual
stakeholders
Our responses to individual stakeholder concerns not addressed in Appendix C are
outlined below.
20s Plenty for Us:
In 2015 LBHF consulted on plans to introduce a borough-wide 20mph speed limit.
This is due to be introduced in autumn 2016 and will include Hammersmith Gyratory.
More information can be found here https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/hot-topics/20mphspeed-limit
CTC London:
This existing bus lane is required to maintain southbound journey times for buses
moving in to the bus station. It also allows buses to manoeuvre from bus stop P in to
the right hand lane and avoid having to move across the path of other traffic when
continuing to the bus station. The bus lane will therefore be retained.
The location of pedestrian crossings, where adjacent to cycle crossings, has been
carefully considered; we believe that they are located appropriately to cater for
cyclist and pedestrian desire lines while adhering to appropriate standards for
junction design.
Hammersmith Business Improvement District:
The option of providing a cycle lane from Hammersmith Broadway in to Shepherd’s
Bush Road was considered during the feasibility design stage. This would have led
to a very complex junction arrangement, increased the potential for interaction with
pedestrians crossing Shepherd’s Bush Road and reduced the width of the footway
as the loading bay would have to be moved.
We are confident that the proposal offers cyclists a significant improvement on the
key cyclist desire line without unduly impacting on other transport modes.
Hammersmith and Fulham Commission on Air Quality:
The proposed changes to the road layout and associated impact on traffic operations
are not considered sufficient to require a full environmental impact assessment. Any
opportunities for planting new trees or other vegetation which are identified during
detailed design will be carefully considered.
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Hammersmith and Fulham Disability Forum Planning Group:
These un-signalised crossings are being widened as far as possible within the
physical constraints of the highway. They are also being straightened so that they
more closely follow the pedestrian desire line along the south of Hammersmith
Broadway. More significant changes to this junction are outside the scope of this
project.
Hammersmith Society:
Green colour was used in the consultation material for illustration only. The choice of
finish for each section of the scheme will made during detailed design with safety,
ongoing maintenance and quality of urban realm being taken in to account.
Hammersmith Grove Residents Association:
Our modelling results show some increase in traffic on Goldhawk Road and
Hammersmith Grove. We anticipate the impact to be minor but are committed to
monitoring the impact on traffic on these roads, along with other local roads in the
vicinity that may be used as alternatives to Beadon Road.
Winslow Road Amenity Group:
A response to the August 2016 consultation was received from the Winslow Road
Amenity Group which raised a number of issues relating to the proposals and the
consultation. These have been responded to directly.
Licenced Taxi Drivers Association:
The proposed design offers taxis additional ranking space on Black’s Road, which is
suitable for setting down mobility impaired passengers as well as maintaining a
loading bay facility on Shepherd’s Bush Road. We recognise that in some areas of
the new road layout, opportunities to pick up and set down will reduce due to the
new segregation kerb. This is not, however, considered to be a significant disbenefit,
given the strong advantages from having segregated cycling facilities, and the
relatively short deviation for taxi users caused by the new layout.
London Cycling Campaign and HFCyclists:
The bidirectional section of cycle track on Queen Caroline Street is 3m wide (two
1.5m wide cycle lanes). This is the maximum that can be achieved without either
unacceptably narrowing the footway, or removing a second traffic lane and
significantly increasing journey times for buses and other traffic. We are therefore
satisfied that the proposals strike an appropriate balance between the needs of all
road users.
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We will consider whether the segregating island for the northbound mandatory cycle
lane on Queen Caroline Street can be extended south towards Hammersmith Bridge
Road during the detailed design of the scheme.
HFCyclists offered an alternative design for bus, cyclist, and pedestrian facilities on
Beadon Road. A response to this design has been provided directly.
Road Haulage Association:
The kerb lines presented in the consultation are based on the project’s feasibility
design. During detailed design these will be reviewed to ensure they minimise
cyclist’s deviation from the most direct route as far as possible. We will also
investigate the use of splayed kerbs to ensure a more subtle vertical edge to the
segregated cycle tracks
The Confederation of Passenger Transport:
We are not proposing to make any changes to the availability to existing bus stops
and bus lanes for coaches. The bay on Shepherd’s Bush Road will remain for use for
loading only as it is essential it is kept clear for the businesses on Hammersmith
Broadway. This is something that LBHF may be open to consider in the future.
The amended loading bays on Black’s Road will also remain for loading only as
coaches entering Black’s Road would not be able to safely turn to exit on to
Hammersmith Road.
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Appendix C: Consultation questions
Questions about our proposals
The first question was mandatory, while the second was optional:


Do you currently use the Hammersmith gyratory, King Street, Beadon Road
and Hammersmith Road?
Yes, No, Not sure



Do you support the proposals for this scheme?
Support, Partially Support, Not sure, No opinion, Do Not Support



Do you have any comments on the proposals for Hammersmith gyratory, King
Street, Beadon Road and Hammersmith Road?
Free text box

Questions about the respondent
All questions were optional:


What is your name?



What is your email address?



What is your postcode?



Are you a Local resident, employed locally, business owner, visitor to the
area, not local but interested in the scheme, other



If responding on behalf of an organisation, business or campaign group,
please provide us with the name:



What types of transport do you normally use locally (please tick all boxes that
apply)? Private car, Taxi, Van, Lorry, Bus, Coach, Bicycle, Walk, Tube, Train,
Motorcycle/scooter



How did you hear about this consultation? Email from TfL, Letter from TfL,
Social media, Media/press, Other



Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability
which has lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? (Please include
problems related to old age): Yes, No
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If you answered yes to the above question please tell us which category
below best describes your health problem or disability (tick all that apply):
Hearing, Mobility, Vision, Other



Do you have any comments about this consultation (e.g. printed materials,
website, events etc.)?
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Appendix D: Consultation letter

Transport for London
Consultation Team
th

10 Floor, Zone G4, Palestra
197 Blackfriars Road
London
SE1 8NJ

15 August 2016
Dear Sir or Madam

consultations@tfl.gov.uk

Have your say on proposals for new dedicated cycle lanes at Hammersmith
gyratory
In spring 2016 we consulted on proposals to change the road layout in the centre of
Hammersmith, in partnership with Hammersmith & Fulham Council.
Some local residents and businesses did not receive a letter from us at the time of
the consultation. We apologise for this. Your views are important to us, so we are
writing now to make sure you have the opportunity to comment. The design of the
scheme will not be finalised until early 2017, so there is still time for us to take your
views into account. If you previously responded, we have taken account of your
views, and there is no need to reply again.
Hammersmith gyratory, King Street and Hammersmith Road form a key commuter
route for cyclists. The gyratory can be an intimidating place to cycle, so we are
proposing a segregated cycle route. The proposed cycle track may require the
removal of the existing pedestrian crossing that connects the south side of
Hammersmith Broadway to the island at the bottom of Shepherd’s Bush Road,
although we are working to find a way to retain it. We are also proposing a new bus
lane on Beadon Road. The proposals are part of TfL’s ongoing investment in the
road and transport network to ensure London can meet the needs of a growing
population.
A plan of the proposals is on the other side of this letter, and you can visit our
website at tfl.gov.uk/hammersmith-residents to find out more and let us have your
views. You can also write to us at FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS or
consultations@tfl.gov.uk. Please respond by 25 September 2016.
Yours sincerely
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David Silvey
Consultation Team
Transport for London
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Appendix E: Stakeholders contacted
The table below shows a list of stakeholders who were contacted and informed of
the consultation, and were invited to respond:
Greater London Forum for the Elderly
The British Dyslexia Association
National Grid - electricity
Asian Peoples Disabilities Alliance
Greater London Authority
Association of British Drivers
Road Haulage Association
Hertfordshire County Council
Sutton Centre for Voluntary Sector
Joint Mobility Unit
Green Flag Group
MIND
EDF Energy
Motorcycle Industry Association
Clapham Transport Users Group
Sixty Plus
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee
London Cycling Campaign (Lewisham)
House of Commons
Living Streets
Disability Alliance
Stroke Association
London TravelWatch
London City Airport
Joint Committee on Mobility of Blind and Partially Sighted People
(JCMBPS)
Freight Transport Association
Confederation of British Industry (CBI)
Royal Parks
Motorcycle Action Group
Thames Water
National Grid
Royal Mail
AA Motoring Trust
AA motoring Trust
National Children's Bureau
London Older People's Strategy Group
National Grid
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Port of London Authority
RNIB
BT
London Underground
Age Concern London
Campaign for Better Transport
Association of Car Fleet Operators
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames
Age UK
Sense
Greater London Authority
London Borough of Hillingdon
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
CTC, the national cycling charity
London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority
Enfield
London Councils
Action on Hearing Loss (formerly RNID)
Sustrans
London ambulance Service
Taxi and Private hire
CCG NHS Central London
British Motorcyclists Federation
Metropolitan Police Heathrow Airport
Metropolitan Police service
London Borough of Sutton
Department for Transport
Unions Together
RMT Union
Greater London Authority
Unite Union
Licenced Taxi Drivers Association
Alzheimer's Society
Northbank BID
Better Transport
Victoria Business Improvement District
Disability Rights UK
Canal & River Trust London
GLA Strategy Access Panel members
Royal Mail Parcel Force
ICE -London
Tandridge District Council
Surrey County Council
Reigate and Banstead Council
London Omnibus Traction Society
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London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham
London Cycling Campaign (Hammersmith and Fulham)
Metropolitan Police
Hammersmith & Fulham Action on Disability
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
Hammersmith & Fulham Safer Transport Team
CCG Hammersmith & Fulham
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Agenda Item 6
London Borough of Hammersmith &
Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT &
RESIDENTS SERVICES POLICY &
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
1st March 2017
CYCLING IN THE BOROUGH - 2017 UPDATE
Report of the Cabinet Member for Environment, Transport, and Residents
Services

Open Report
Classification - Review and Comment
Key Decision: No
Consultation
N/A
Wards Affected: “All”
Accountable Director: Mahmood Siddiqi, Director for Transport and Highways
Report Author: Richard Duffill.
Borough Cycling Officer.

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 753 1749
E-mail: Richard.Duffill@lbhf.gov.uk

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report presents the annual updates on developments in cycling in the
borough.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

That the Committee review the report and its contents.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Cycling Strategy

3.2

The cycling strategy was adopted by cabinet on Monday 12th October 2015

3.3

The strategy took into account all the comments and feedback from interested
groups, committees, and residents, and is aimed at increasing the model
share for cycling in the borough to 8% of all journeys by 2031.
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3.4

The strategy was set out in five distinct headings:
 Our Target
 Our plans to make cycling less intimidating
 Our plans for protecting pedestrians
 Our plans for improving road safety for all
 Other improvements
This report will update progress on each of those headings.

4.

OUR TARGET

4.1

The target is 8% of all journeys in the borough by 2031.

4.2

The updated modal share figures for 2015-16 will not be available from
Transport for London (TfL) until later in 2017.

4.3

Early indicators from TfL suggest that cycling in central London has increased
by 4.3%. However, the rate of cycle usage growth in the borough may not be
as high as this until the cycle action plan is delivered.

5.

OUR PLANS TO MAKE CYCLING LESS INTIMIDATING

5.1

Improving major junctions.

5.2

One of our most intimidating junctions is the Hammersmith Gyratory. We have
worked with TfL to design a new scheme as part of a wider regeneration
project for Hammersmith that will make the area safer for cyclists and
pedestrians.

5.3

TfL consulted upon the scheme in 2016 and received 780 responses. 73%
stated they supported or partially supported the proposals.

5.4

The council has been appointed by TfL to carry out the detailed design for the
scheme.

5.5

Once the design is completed a report will be taken to cabinet for a decision
to proceed with the scheme in the summer of 2017.

5.6

If a decision to proceed is made, construction could begin in October 2017
subject to an agreed construction programme that takes into account other
projects in the area.

5.7

The Holland Park Roundabout at Shepherds Bush Green is also a major
barrier to cycling. TfL are currently evaluating options for the junction.

5.8

The Scrubs Lane and North Pole Road junction is currently being updated
with the latest signals equipment and will have new cycle lanes and advanced
stop lines.
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5.9

New Kings Road is a major commuter route and experiences many conflict
points between cyclists and vehicles. An independent review of the road is
currently being carried out by transport consultants to provide options for
improving the road for cyclists. Once the options have been reviewed a
scheme could be developed in 2017/18.

6.

Making Hammersmith Bridge safer

6.1

The speed limit on Hammersmith Bridge has been reduced to 20mph.

6.2

The bridge is due to be refurbished in 2018 and we are working with the
project team to ensure that cycle provision on the bridge is improved and is
safer.

7.

More cycle superhighways

7.1

We are working with TfL to identify and provide more segregated cycle routes
in the borough. Shepherds Bush Green and Wood Lane are currently being
considered along with Scrubs Lane.

8.

A new east west superhighway

8.1

The new Mayor for London has postponed the east-west cycle superhighway
due to safety concerns with the elevated section of the Westway.

8.2

The council is working with TfL to review alternative route alignments
including use of Shepherds Bush Green and Wood Lane.

9.

New cycle tracks for the A315

9.1

Following a review of all proposed segregated cycle routes in London, the
A315 route has been upgraded to a full cycle superhighway (Number 9) by
TfL.

9.2

Concept designs for the route are currently being evaluated and subject to
approvals they will be consulted upon in July 2017.

10.

New Quietways

10.1

The council have been working with TfL on a number of Quietway projects
over the last year.

10.2

The East Acton to Kensington Quietway has been consulted upon and 87% of
respondents either supported or partially supported the scheme.

10.3

Following comments received from the Wormwood Scrubs Trust, changes
have been made to the proposed route alignment. The new route also
incorporates new sustainable drainage measures.
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10.4

The detail design of the route is currently being completed and subject to
approval from cabinet, construction of the route could start in March 2017.

10.5

The Grand Union Canal towpath upgrade was consulted on in 2016 by the
Canals and Rivers Trust, and TfL have allocated funding for the replacement
of the towpath section in Hammersmith and Fulham.

10.6

Construction of the new towpath will commence in 2017.

10.7

We are working with TfL to develop two new Quietway routes in 2017/18.

10.8

The Thames Path from Putney Bridge to Hammersmith Bridge will be
designed and consulted upon in 2017.

10.9

The link from Shepherds Bush Green to the Broadway will be investigated
and developed as a Quietway in 2017.

11.

20mph speed limit

11.1

One of key elements of the cycling strategy is that we want to ensure that our
roads are safer, and this can occur when traffic is slower.

11.2

Almost a third of our roads already have a 20mph speed limit and we
consulted in 2016 on a new 20mph speed limit on all our roads except the
major TfL roads.

11.3

In September 2016 the cabinet approved the proposal and the 20mph limit
was introduced on our roads.

12.

Cycle Hire

12.1

We have continued to support the Santander cycle hire scheme and are
working with developers in all major areas to add additional docking stations
to the 60 currently available.

13.

OUR PLANS FOR PROTECTING PEDESTRIANS

13.1

We have been running a very successful ‘Exchanging Places’ programme of
eight events during the year, and we will continue with this programme in
2017/18.

13.2

We have worked with the Police, Community Safety officers and the Parks
Police throughout the year on a number of initiatives to stop pavement cycling
and anti-social behaviour in the borough. Areas such as Shepherds Bush
Green have been identified as locations where conflict is occurring.

13.3

We have held three Bike to Work breakfasts during the year and during
National Bike Week we partnered with The Hammersmith Bid to hold Bike
Doctor sessions for employees of local businesses.
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14.

OUR PLANS FOR IMPROVING ROAD SAFETY FOR ALL

14.1

Priority for pedestrians on the Thames Path

14.2

The Thames Path is a popular route for cyclists and pedestrians and we
recognise the existence of conflict points along the route.

14.3

TfL will provide funding in 2017 to upgrade the path to a Quietway and in the
design we will work with local groups to reduce the conflict areas.

14.4

We have added additional signing to the route showing alternative routes for
cyclists around the riverside pubs.

14.5

We have worked with the Parks Police at Furnivall Gardens to engage with
cyclists to advise them of alternative routes.

15.

Safer Lorries

15.1

We have actively worked with the West London Transport group to develop a
new Freight Strategy for the six member borough’s. The full Freight Strategy
is in Appendix 1.

15.2

The strategy has the aims of improving road safety, improving air quality,
reduce congestion, increase business efficiency, and support economic
growth.

15.3

We have continued to run our Safer Urban Driver training initiative where all
drivers of HGV’s undergo specific training. To date over 1500 drivers have
taken this course in our borough.

15.4

We have continued to provide ‘Exchanging Places’ training courses
throughout the year at eight separate venues.

15.5

The council has registered as a partner of the Freight Operator Recognition
Scheme (FORS) for all our fleet vehicles.

15.6

The council has also included in its procurement rules that all council
contractors are FORS registered.

16.

Low-cost Cycle training

16.1

We have continued to provide subsidised adult training for anyone working,
living, or studying in the borough. Each course is individually tailored to meet
the needs of the individual.

16.2

Our training doesn’t stop at adults, we believe that training for all our children
is vitally important and have continued to offer Bikeability training at all our
schools.

17.

School travel plans
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17.1

We have continued to work with schools to develop individual travel plans
which encourage children to cycle.

17.2

Fifty-nine schools in the borough now have active Travel Plans.

18.

OTHER IMPROVEMENTS

18.1

Better parking

18.2

We have continued to install on-street cycle parking hoops across the
borough, and have ensured that where a new scheme is being developed, or
there are highway maintenance works, we have installed additional parking
units. Over two hundred additional hoops have been installed in 2016/17.

18.3

Demand for the Bikehanger secure cycle storage unit has increased across
the borough and we are currently investigating several borough wide
locations.

18.4

We are currently developing a ‘cycle parklet’ which will incorporate on-street
seating and cycle parking as an alternative to vehicle parking bays.

18.5

We have invested in a cycle ‘Bike Port’ which is a six stand cycle rack in the
shape of a car, and this is be used around the borough to show an alternative
use for vehicle parking bays.

19.

New Cycling Forum

19.1

We have updated the cycling pages on the council’s web site to include new
pages of information including consultations.

19.2

We are currently working on the best method of creating an online Cycle
Forum to add to the cycling web pages.

20.

SPACE FOR CYCLING

20.1

The council acknowledges the Space for Cycling mini-manifesto from HF
Cyclists and will work with the group to achieve where possible the contents
of the mini-manifesto.

20.2

Updated responses are included in Appendix 2.

LIST OF APPENDICES:
Appendix 1. Westrans Freight Strategy.
Appendix 2. Space for Cycling Mini-Manifesto
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WestTrans is a partnership of
the six West London boroughs
of Ealing, Brent, Hammersmith
& Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon
and Hounslow.

CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

Introduction

WestTrans is a partnership of the six west London boroughs
of Ealing, Brent, Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon
and Hounslow. The partnership is led by Ealing Council.
We work with Transport for London (TfL) and other west London
stakeholders to identify, develop and implement transport
projects to the benefit of the sub-region. These include sustainable
transport schemes and initiatives to address our key challenges –
congestion, public transport and convenient orbital movement.
Our aim is to work collaboratively across west London to achieve an
improvement in transport conditions for those living and working
in the sub-region.

WestTrans is delighted to present this Freight
London and provides a platform to lobby
is on seizing
and tackling
the opportunities
and challenges
Strategy for West London. It is anticipated that Our focus
regional
and national
government
in a cohesive
in the West
London
Plan, and we take pride in
this will help shape the freight sector and thoseidentified
manner
on behalf
ofSub-Regional
the sub-region.
the innovative and forward-thinking way in which we approach this. We
influenced by it over the short to medium term.
are always willing to try something new, and we are delighted when
The West London boroughs have sought to
work delivered or supported by WestTrans starts to yield real benefits.
WestTrans is a partnership of the six
better understand Freight, not just in terms
West London boroughs of Ealing, Brent,
of vehicle movements but for congestion,
Our highlights for 2014/15 included:
Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon
employment and economic growth too. The
Further
support
for sustainable
traveltied
behaviour
among faith
and Hounslow. Joined by key stakeholders
aims of
the Strategy
are closely
to the aims
communities
London
including West London Alliance and West
of TfL, whoacross
have west
continued
to support this
London Business, it works with Transport for
project throughout,
those
of the
Continued
success withand
travel
planning
forboroughs
new and existing
London (TfL) to identify, develop and implement
and all the stakeholders who have invested their
developments
transport projects to the benefit of the subtime to help create this Strategy. Please note, in
Further progress on the Sudbury Urban Village development,
region. It also contributes advice to West
the context of this document, West London and
including securing TfL major scheme funding
London leaders relating to the development
the sub-region, refer to the area comprising the
of an appropriate transport strategy for West
six West London boroughs.
These highlights, together with some updates on our core activities,
are described in further detail in this year’s annual report.
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Background
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What is Freight West London?
At some point, all of the goods and
services we need on a daily basis are part
of a supply chain and can be considered
as freight. It’s how food and drink reaches
shops, pubs and restaurants. It’s the bit in
between when you click to buy something
online and it gets delivered to your home
or work, or you collect it from a delivery
point. It’s how concrete bricks and blocks
arrive at construction sites to build the
homes we live in and it’s how waste is
collected and recycled. Freight involves
every form of transport from ships, boats,
barges and cranes to planes, trains,
lorries, vans, cars, motorcycles, bicycles
and people.
It’s often thought of as something that
just happens in the background and it’s
often only the negative aspects that are
noticed, especially in urban areas – large
vehicles, noise, emissions and conflict with
other road users. However, it supports
everything we do; the success of West
London is dependent on the efficient
movement of goods and services as well
as people; and the economy relies on
freight to construct, supply and service
the sub-region and beyond. And we need
to do all of this in the most sustainable
and environmentally friendly way possible,
which provides a fantastic challenge.

Goods vehicles account
for between 10-30%
of total vehicles on key
routes in West London

The West London sub-region is a key
freight gateway; it is home to Heathrow
Airport, Park Royal Industrial Area,
Westfield Shopping Centre (Shepherds
Bush), Wembley Stadium and the Western
International Market as well as town and
district centres. All of these are important
locations and shape the sub-region; they
are also significant freight movement
generators.

West London is set to see large population
growth over the next twenty years,
which will bring with it thousands of new
homes and associated infrastructure. The
Opportunity Areas across West London
are the main locations for delivering these
and together they have the capacity to
supply an additional 84,000 homes. This
represents over 20% of London’s new
homes over the next 20 years.

Due to its gateway role, West
London is home to a large
concentration of freight
operations.

In addition, some of the new transport
infrastructure that is either under
construction or in the pipeline includes
Crossrail, HS2 and new stations on the
North London Line at Old Oak Common
and Hythe Road on the West London
Line. There are also numerous other
smaller scale local infrastructure projects
programmed for West London in the
coming years.

The WestTrans boroughs are well served
by road and rail connections, running
mainly as radial routes to Central London.
This is complimented by waterways
including the Thames River and a 65
mile local canal network. There are some
1,743 companies involved in the freight
and logistics sector in some way, shape or
form in the sub-region.

Freight and logistics
therefore makes a
significant contribution
to the economy of West
London and is responsible
for employing over 690,000
people.
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Heathrow Airport is one
of the world’s busiest
international hubs, handling
approximately 1.5 million
tonnes of cargo in 2014.
If a third runway is added (a decision could
be made in summer 2016) then this is
likely to further increase air freight volumes
and associated support services.

Over the past 10 years HGV
kilometres travelled in West London
has decreased by 6%, whilst van
kilometres have increased by 20%.
6%

Background
WHAT IS FREIGHT WEST LONDON?
Any urban area with limited road space will suffer
from congestion if everyone attempts to use the
road network at the same time. West London is no
different in terms of its roads being busiest between
0700 and 1100 Monday to Friday.
Freight transport, and road freight in particular,
is a large contributor to emissions. In the West
London area, all six boroughs have declared Air
Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) as a result of
emissions arising from road transport. All of these
AQMAs have nitrous oxides (NO2) as a declared
pollutant, four also have particulate matter (PM10)
and collectively the AQMAs cover almost the entire
sub-region.
In addition to air quality we must continue to push
for safer roads, for all users. Unfortunately there
were four fatalities in accidents involving vans and
HGVs in the sub-region in 2014. Three of the four
fatalities involved a Vulnerable Road User (VRU),
all pedestrians. To help put this into context, the
sub-region accounted for 19% of the total number
of casualties for incidents involving vans and HGVs
across London.
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20%

Approximately 80%
of HGV operators in
the sub-region have
between 1 and 5
vehicles in their fleet.

West London is
home to 32% of
all of London’s
HGVs and 25% of
London’s van fleet

32%

25%

Title here
It should be noted that huge steps have been taken
to understand HGV road safety issues and improve
vehicle safety through the design and manufacture
of safer new vehicles and fitting appropriate safety
equipment to existing vehicles. Operators wish to use
the quietest, cleanest and most fuel efficient vehicles in
order to reduce running costs and maintain or enhance
their reputation.
This highlights the responsibility placed on the freight
and logistics sector in the sub-region. It has also
been shown just how vital it is in terms of jobs and
supporting the economy. Some of the challenges
facing the sub-region and the wider freight and logistics
sector include:

• Rising demand: population and quality of life
• Changing customer demand and 		
expectations: pushing service levels up
• Changing technology: fuel, telematics,
use of real-time data
• Industry changes: internet ordering,
omni-channel retailing, near-sourcing,
port-centric logistics
• Fragmentation of supply chains:
growth in the use of vans
• A higher political profile for freight: road safety
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Why produce a freight strategy?

The boroughs in West London are working together
to address issues affecting freight, local businesses
and residents, with the aim of improving road safety,
air quality, reducing congestion, increasing business
efficiency and thereby supporting economic growth.

IMPROVE
AIR QUALITY
AND REDUCE
EMISSIONS

INCREASE
EFFICIENCY
OF FREIGHT
ACTIVITY

REDUCE
CONGESTION
ON OUR ROAD
NETWORK

SUPPORT
INNOVATION AND
PROMOTE THE USE
OF TECHNOLOGY

IMPROVE SAFETY
OF FREIGHT
ACTIVITY ACROSS
ALL MODES

ENSURE WEST
LONDON IS GOOD
FOR BUSINESS
& THE ECONOMY

OUR KEY OBJECTIVES
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Initiatives and Actions
What are our priority initiatives
and actions?
The Freight Strategy objectives, initiatives
and actions have been developed through
a combination of engagement with a
range of stakeholders, analysis of data and
trends, an understanding of the issues and
problems faced by the freight and logistics
sector, and knowledge of the range of
potential solutions available. The chosen
actions also take in to account the priorities
and programmes of key potential delivery
partners such as Transport for London, the
WestTrans boroughs, West London Alliance
and West London businesses.
It is recognised that the Freight Strategy
needs to consider all modes and support
the movement of freight by road, rail, water
and air. However, it is also recognised
that the majority of freight in West London
moves by road and that this is likely to be
the case for the foreseeable future.

OUR INITIATIVES

Freight
Steering
Group
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ITS
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Technology

Rail
Freight

Retiming
Deliveries

Skills
and
Training

Water
Freight

Deliveries
and
Servicing

Home
Deliveries

Strategic
Areas

Initiatives

A total of fifteen initiatives have
been selected with one or more
actions under each initiative as
shown in the Action Plan.
All of the chosen initiatives and actions
received the backing of stakeholders and
where possible stakeholders are named
alongside the relevant action. The delivery
of the action plan is dependent upon the
availability of funding and resources to
implement individual actions.
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Background
Initiative 1
FREIGHT STRATEGY
STEERING GROUP
The Freight Strategy has been developed in
conjunction with stakeholders and it is considered
vital to see these same stakeholders to support
and help with the implementation of the strategy.
A steering group will be formed with the overall
objective of setting the direction for the strategy,
provide impetus for the delivery of actions and
being accountable for their implementation.

Industry
(Chair)

Initiative 2
CONSOLIDATION
One of the most promising behavioural changes
in delivery and servicing operations is that of
consolidation. Its attractiveness is due to the fact
that it jointly achieves an improvement in supply
chain efficiency with a reduction in vehicle activity
and its associated negative impacts. This stems
from the fact that consolidation allows companies
to do more with less (i.e. to move more goods with
fewer freight transport inputs). Some companies
and public sector organisations both in London,
the UK and internationally are already making use
of delivery and servicing consolidation, and reap
the benefits of doing so.

WestTrans

Boroughs

STEERING
GROUP

Trade
Organisation

Businesses

TfL

already started

A scoping project has
to explore further opportunities. Details will be
presented to the steering group for further action.
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TYPES OF CONSOLIDATION
Consolidation Centres
High street retail
consolidation centres
Shopping centre
consolidation centres
Micro-consolidation
centres
Construction
consolidation centres

Receiver Led
Consolidation

Operator Led
Consolidation

Point of Delivery
Consolidation

Upstream
consolidation between
suppliers / retailers

In-house consolidation
operations

Locker banks

Procurement-based
consolidation

Virtual consolidation
arrangements between
carriers

Storage-based
consolidation

Primary distribution
consolidation

Out-of-hours deliveries

Freight exchange systems

Urban Freight Consolidation:
Our Capabilities

Hospital consolidation
centres

Office
consolidation
• Benefit for local authorities, business, suppliers, developers
centres
• Reduce vehicle trips (75%)
• Improve air quality
• Improve road safety
• Improve urban environment
• Reliable delivery times
• Collect waste & packaging

Collection points
Unattended delivery
boxes at homes
Waste consolidation
centres / recycling
centres

Urban Freight Consolidation:
Our Capabilities
Urban Freight
Consolidation
Freight consolidation
involves grouping
individual consignments
or part-loads that are
intended for the same
destination at a logistics
facility (consolidation
centre), so that fewer
and fuller loads are
transported to the target
destination.

Before

In an urban setting they
can provide a range
of benefits including
reducing vehicle trips (up
to 75%), improving air
quality, reducing conflict
between road users and
collecting waste and
packaging. They can
also incorporate electric
vehicles and cycle freight.

We have helped local
authorities interested
in freight consolidation
with a range of services
including feasibility and
scoping, data collection,
consultation, impact
analysis, business case
development, funding
opportunities, scheme
specification and
implementation.

After

Consolidation Centre Model

There are numerous different ways that deliveries can be consolidated.
For more information please visit: https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveriesin-london/delivering-efficiently/consolidating-deliveries#on-this-page-2
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Initiative 3
LAST MILE LOGISTICS
The term ‘last mile’ has been adopted by the
logistics sector to describe the last leg of the
supply chain. This last leg can sometimes be
the least efficient link in the supply chain and
includes all of the challenges of delivering
goods to urban areas. Last mile logistics,
by its nature, helps to foster innovation and
change and is sometimes seen as an alternative
to the traditional logistics delivery model.
Consultation with stakeholders identified last
mile logistics as a key area of interest for both
the public and private sector alike. There is
some potential overlap between consolidation
and last mile logistics, therefore the results
from the consolidation scoping exercise may
help act as a catalyst or identify the next step.

Initiative 4
RETIMING DELIVERIES
Retiming deliveries is recognised as having
huge potential to re-shape how goods are
moved, delivered and collected, especially in
urban areas such as West London. Retiming
of deliveries is already occurring across the
WestTrans region and we believe there is scope
to do more. Operators have told us about their
retimed delivery operations, Westfield shopping
centre in Shepherds Bush confirmed their
interest and the London Borough of Brent are
working with TfL to scope and implement an
area wide retiming deliveries trial with a range of
businesses in Wembley Park.
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The excerpt below is taken
from the retiming Deliveries
Consortium Guidance document
‘Getting the timing right’ and
sums up the rationale for
retiming deliveries.

‘…ensuring that deliveries are
carried out at the most efficient,
convenient and mutually beneficial
time is crucial for everyone
involved. This doesn’t mean
established ways of working are
redundant. Nor does it mean that
delivering overnight is the only
option. Organisations on both the
supply and demand sides of the
freight industry are already working
together to adapt, and are finding
that even small adjustments can
deliver major benefits, including
time and cost savings.’

Initiative 5

Initiative 6

Initiative 7/8

DELIVERY AND SERVICING

CONSTRUCTION LOGISTICS

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Engagement with stakeholders revealed
that Delivery and Service Plans (DSPs)
are already secured through the planning
process across the sub-region. A DSP is
a plan to make sure that freight vehicle
activity to and from the target location is
working effectively for everyone.

Construction logistics was raised as
an area of interest and in some cases
concern by a number of stakeholders
in particular the boroughs. Construction
brings with it various challenges, not least
the sheer volume of vehicle movements it
can create and the associated impacts this
can have on congestion, air quality and
road safety.

Stakeholders expressed their broad
support for actions to raise awareness
of alternatively fuelled goods vehicles,
improve associated refuelling infrastructure
and encourage uptake of the latest vehicle
technology. The need to improve road
safety through utilising vehicle technology
was also universally acknowledged and
many initiatives are already underway such
as the widespread adoption of FORS and
CLOCS vehicle standards. Boroughs
are in the process of upgrading their
own vehicle fleets to reach FORS Gold
standard. Some operators have also
developed an urban logistics concept
vehicle, which could be trialled within a
logistics operation in West London.

The DSP will seek to improve
the safety, efficiency and
reliability of deliveries,
collections and servicing
trips.
The value of DSPs is clear; however
the quality of the DSPs produced,
their implementation and subsequent
monitoring appears to vary significantly.
Therefore to help improve the quality of
DSPs produced, an online DSP creator
is being developed. This will allow DSPs
to be created easily and ensure robust
and practical measures are included
along with an appropriate management
and monitoring regime. Since June 2012
WestTrans has taken full responsibility
for monitoring the implementation of
Development Control Travel Plans across
five of the six West London boroughs.
There is great potential benefit to be
achieved for a similar action being
progressed for DSPs.

Engagement with stakeholders revealed
that Construction Logistics Plans (CLPs)
are already secured through planning
process across the sub-region. CLPs
are an important management tool
for planners, developers and those
working in the construction industry.
However there is some scepticism
regarding their implementation in reality
and how the process is monitored. It
is thought that there is great potential
benefit to be achieved by WestTrans
taking responsibility for monitoring the
implementation of CLPs across the subregion.

In addition to CLPs,
construction consolidation
is also seen as a key tool to
help manage and control
construction logistics for the
benefit of everyone.
Therefore investigating construction
consolidation opportunities is another
action that could yield significant benefits.
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WestTrans is leading the roll out of Work
Related Road Risk (WRRR) requirements
for West London boroughs in partnership
with West London Alliance. WRRR
contractual requirements came into
effect for West London boroughs from
April 2016. Further to this, the recently
launched LoCITY programme will
increase the supply and uptake of low
emission commercial vehicles and the
supporting infrastructure, making it easier
for operators to invest in the technology.
Through the engagement process a
number of operators were identified as
already being signed up to participate in
the programme or would be interested in
participating.

Initiative 9

Initiative 10

Initiative 11

SKILLS AND TRAINING

HOME DELIVERIES

LOADING AND UNLOADING

The promotion of best practice and
improving the skills and training of those
who work in the freight and logistics
sector contributes towards a safer, more
efficient, more sustainable West London.
Providing training and improving skills
is a continuous process; boroughs, TfL
and operators all indicated that they
will continue to provide training and
skills programmes and ensure their staff
participate. Training and skills development
are therefore an integral part of the
WestTrans Freight Strategy and represents
a potentially lower-cost, high impact
solution.

Online purchasing and delivery markets
are growing with the use of tablet and
mobile devices, developing round-theclock purchasing habits. Competition
within the delivery market is driving carriers
to continuously review their proposition
and provide more delivery options and
quality services for their consumers. Click
and collect is increasing in popularity
including services such as Collect Plus,
Doddle collection and return facilities at
railway stations, and Amazon, Bybox and
Inpost locker banks installed at various
locations.

Demand for loading and unloading
facilities can create congestion, impact
road network performance and reduce
the effectiveness of traffic management
schemes. However, facilitating kerbside
loading at the right place and time, using
suitably designed loading bays and
regulatory instruments can smooth traffic
flow and benefit other road users.

The number of parcel
deliveries will increase
by over 40% between
2013 and 2018

Engagement with stakeholders showed
broad support for these services and
facilities. The consolidation scoping
exercise will help to provide some insight
on their current status in West London
and where opportunities may lie to
improve the offer. It is likely that the roll
out and usage of these facilities will be
led by private sector providers of these
facilities and driven by consumer demand.
However, one example of public sector
involvement would be the Old Oak and
Park Royal Development Corporation
(OPDC) seeking to embed these facilities
within their transport strategy as part of
their redevelopment proposals. This is
also a policy that could be adopted by the
WestTrans boroughs and forms part of the
Action Plan.
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The feedback from stakeholders from the
engagement process on this topic was
focussed on two areas:
1) Industry was keen to see greater
consistency across the WestTrans
boroughs in terms of the restrictions and
regulations placed on parking and loading
bays and their subsequent enforcement.
2) The provision of good loading and
unloading facilities across the sub-region
is considered to be crucial to allow delivery
and servicing activity to function effectively.
With this in mind two actions are
proposed:
1) Roll out TfL delivery and servicing
survey and audit methodology and
management of road space at key
locations.
2) Review and reconcile parking and
loading / unloading regulations and
enforcement across the WestTrans
boroughs.

Initiative 12

Initiative 15

ITS AND DATA

STRATEGIC AREAS

The Mayor of London has placed great
emphasis on the use of technology to
resolve the issues surrounding London’s
predicted population growth of 1.5 million
by 2030 and the associated 12% increase
in freight traffic this is anticipated to cause.

The West London sub-region includes
a number of strategic areas such as
Heathrow airport and the Opportunity
Areas including Old Oak Common, Park
Royal, Southall and White City.

The Greater London
Authority (GLA) has created
the London Data Store (LDS)
in response to the growing
demand for open data.
This website can be used as a platform
to host open data from public sector
organisations for use by interested parties.
TfL is currently working with boroughs
and industry on the topic of open data.
There are different work streams including
considering industry needs, capturing
useful borough freight data and converting
it in to a consumable dataset and freight
routeing. These are pilot studies that
will act as a demonstrator to encourage
all boroughs to produce their own data
sets. This will provide an increase in the
completeness and value of freight data
available; leading to freight activity which
is safer, cleaner and more efficient, whilst
also contributing to reducing congestion.

33 Freight trains operate
in west London daily.
Equivalent to 1500
lorry loads

Initiative 13/14
RAIL AND WATER FREIGHT
Stakeholders were largely in agreement
with the sentiment that rail and water
freight was an important element of freight
movement in West London, but that scope
to influence its use was sometimes limited.
It was also identified that freight and
passenger services sometimes compete
with each other for access to train paths
across the network and that a balance
needs to be struck depending on priorities.
On this basis it is proposed that actions
largely focus on supporting and promoting
the use of rail and water freight where it
is practicable and safe guarding wharves
and land for rail freight terminals.
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Engagement with Heathrow indicates they
are progressing with a number of initiatives
through their own freight strategy. These
include introducing a call forward holding
area for HGVs, seeking to manage freight
vehicle routes to and from the airport,
investigating the potential for a remote air
cargo consolidation centre linked to the
call forward holding area, and provision
of electric freight vehicle charging points.
The Heathrow freight strategy initiatives
are shown to have strong links with a
number of the initiatives and actions in
the WestTrans Freight Strategy. Heathrow
are keen to participate in the WestTrans
Freight Strategy as they believe it will be
mutually beneficial to work together to
deliver both strategies and engage with
stakeholders.
The Opportunity Areas all provide
excellent potential to shape and influence
construction and delivery and servicing
activity across the sub-region as they
come forward. WestTrans are therefore
keen to work with stakeholders in these
strategic areas to ensure a positive
contribution to the objectives of the Freight
Strategy can be achieved.

Action Plan
Innov & Tech


Economy


Air Quality


Efficiency

Congestion


Freight strategy steering group



1



Initiative and Action

Safety

Key Objective Impact
Lead and
Supporting Stakeholders

Boroughs, Industry, Trade Associations,
WestTrans (facilitator)

Timescales

Short




Underway

Boroughs, businesses, Clipper, DHL,
Gnewt, Heathrow, TfL, TNT, WestTrans

Short



WestTrans

Boroughs, businesses, Heathrow,
operators, TfL, WestTrans

Medium - Long



















Implement or trial consolidation in one or
more forms



Investigate consolidation opportunities with
businesses, operators and boroughs



2



Consolidation
Carry out a scoping exercise considering all
forms of consolidation: procurement, upstream supply chain, point of delivery and
consolidation centre

Boroughs, businesses, operators, TfL,
WestTrans

Short



Short - Medium



Boroughs, businesses, Clipper, DHL,
Gnewt, Heathrow, London Bike Hub, TfL,
TNT, WestTrans
Boroughs, businesses, operators, TfL,
WestTrans

Medium - Long



















Implement or trial one or more last mile
logistics solutions



Investigate last mile logistics solution with
businesses, operators and boroughs



3



Carry out a scoping exercise of last mile
logistics solutions



Last Mile Logistics

Boroughs, businesses, FTA, operators, TfL,
WestTrans

Short - Medium




















Scope and implement re-timed deliveries at
Westfield London



Scope and implement re-timing deliveries trial
in Brent



4



Roll out retimed deliveries across the subregion or targeted locations



Retiming Deliveries

LB Brent, TfL

TfL, Westfield

Underway

Short - Medium

Innov & Tech

Economy

Air Quality

Congestion

Low • Medium •• High •••

Efficiency

Initiative and Action

Safety

Key Objective Impact

Key Objective Impact Rating:

Lead and
Supporting Stakeholders

Timescales

Indicate the expected action impact towards each key objective impact.
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Develop on-line Delivery and Servicing Plan
creator



Deliveries and Servicing
TfL, WestTrans

Underway





















Scope and implement re-timed deliveries at
Westfield London



Action Plan



Scope and implement re-timing deliveries trial
in Brent



4



region or targeted locations

WestTrans

LB Brent, TfL

TfL, Westfield

Short - Medium

Underway

Short - Medium

Innov & Tech

Economy

Air Quality

Congestion

Efficiency

Initiative and Action

Safety

Key Objective Impact
Lead and
Supporting Stakeholders

Timescales





















Boroughs to develop and implement a DSP for
one or more of their buildings



Scope and identify monitoring process for
implementing DSPs



5



Develop on-line Delivery and Servicing Plan
creator



Deliveries and Servicing
TfL, WestTrans

TfL, WestTrans

Boroughs

Underway

Underway

Short - Medium



Heathrow, TfL, WestTrans, Wilson James,
Wincanton



Boroughs, construction companies, TfL,
WestTrans



Boroughs, businesses, Office Club, West
London Alliance, WestTrans,



Bidvest, boroughs, DHL, Mixed Freight,
O'Donovan, Palletline, Saint Gobain, TNT



DHL, Clipper, Gnewt, TNT, Wiles
Greenwold, O'Donovan, Bidvest, Saint
Gobain, Palletline















Scope and identify monitoring process for
implementing CLPs



6

Scope and investigate construction
consolidation opportunities



Construction logistics

Boroughs, CNG Fuels, Heathrow, TfL,
WestTrans, Wiles Greenwold

Short - Medium

Short - Medium

Underway

Underway













Continuously improve fleets through FORS,
CLOCS, enhanced vehicle safety and WRRR



7

Embed sustainable criteria (environmental,
economic, social) in to procurement processes



Fleet Management and Improvement
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Trial of urban logistics concept vehicle



Support take up of low and zero emissions
vehicle and re-fuelling infrastructure



8



Participate in the LoCity programme or similar
programme



Vehicle Technology

DHL

Short

Medium - Long

Short

Innov & Tech

Economy

Air Quality

Congestion

Efficiency

Initiative and Action

Safety

Key Objective Impact
Lead and
Supporting Stakeholders

Timescales











9

Provide staff to undertake training
programmes such as Van Smart, CLOCS and
WRRR



Skills and Training
Cadogan Tate, Clipper, DHL, Gnewt, Mixed
Freight, O'Donovan, Palletline, Saint
Gobain, TNT, Wiles Greenwold

Short - Medium











10



Home Deliveries
Promote and facilitate the use of locker banks,
click and collect and collection and return
points

Boroughs, Facility providers, OPDC

Short - Medium
















Review and reconcile parking and loading /
unloading regulations and enforcement across
the WestTrans boroughs



11



Loading / Unloading
Roll out TfL delivery and servicing audit
methodology and management of road space
at key locations

Boroughs, TfL, WestTrans

Boroughs, operators

Short - Medium

Medium
















Boroughs to collate and make available freight
datasets as open source data on the LDS



12

Improve transport data collection in WestTrans
boroughs



ITS and Data
Boroughs

Boroughs, TfL

Short - Medium

Underway
















Support safeguarding of land for rail freight
terminals



13

Support and promote mode switch to rail
where practicable



Rail Freight
DfT, Heathrow, Network Rail, RFG

Boroughs, OPDC

Medium - Long

Medium - Long



Medium - Long



Boroughs, CRT, PLA, TfL, GLA

Barge operators, Boroughs, CRT,
PLA, TfL

Medium - Long














Promote use of waterways for moving goods
and construction materials



Support the safeguarding of wharves and canal
side access for loading / unloading



14



Water Freight

Heathrow, LB Hillingdon, LB Hounslow,
WestTrans

Short - Medium















Support sustainable construction, delivery and
servicing policies and measures in strategic
areas across West London



15

Support implementation of the Heathrow
Freight Strategy



Strategic Areas

WestTrans

The delivery of the action plan is dependent upon the availability of funding and resources to implement individual actions.
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Monitoring and Funding
The principal mechanism for monitoring the implementation of the
Freight Strategy is the Steering Group. The initiatives and actions will
have their own individual monitoring criteria that will be specified as
they commence. However, an initial monitoring indicator has been
identified for each action and is described in the full version of the
action plan contained in the technical report.

Funding streams have also been identified for each action where
possible and appropriate. The funding has either already been
secured or, is a potential funding source that the Freight Strategy
would seek to utilise in the future. The funding sources for each
action are discussed in the full version of the action plan contained
in the technical report.

Glossary and Partners

Next steps

HGV

Heavy Goods Vehicle

FORS

Fleet Operators Recognition Scheme

CLOCS

Construction Logistics and Cycle Safety

WRRR

Work Related Road Risk

DSP

Delivery and Servicing Plan

A number of the initiatives and actions are already
underway and more will be starting in the near future.
We are always looking for stakeholders and partners to
help us delivery our projects and strategies. Therefore if
your organisation or business would like to get involved
in delivering the Freight Strategy, please do not hesitate
to get in touch.

CLP

Construction Logistics Plan

AQMA

Air Quality Management Area

ITS

Intelligent Transport Systems

TfL

Transport for London

OPDC

Old Oak and Park Royal

westtrans@ealing.gov.uk

DfT

Department for Transport

WestTrans
Perceval House
4th Floor NE
14-16 Uxbridge Road
Ealing W5 2HL

CRT

Canal and Rivers Trust

www.westtrans.org

PLA

Port of London Authority

Development Corporation

Tweet us @WestTransTP
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Peter Brett Associates LLP, 16 Brewhouse Yard,
Clerkenwell, London, EC1V 4LJ
t: 0207 566 8600 e: london@peterbrett.com

www.peterbrett.com
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SPACE FOR CYCLING
HF Cyclists –Mini
Manifesto
A complete cycling
network in
Hammersmith and
Fulham connecting
neighborhoods, schools
and town centers
addressing key barriers
(e.g. Hammersmith
Gyratory, Shepherd’s
Bush Green, bridges,
main roads, railway
lines) with direct and
safe routes and
protected space and
junctions on or over
main roads.

Comment.

2017 Update

The current cycle network in
the borough consists of:
 Quietways-new
Thames path
 London Cycle
Network routes.
 Tfl major cycle
projects as per the
Mayor’s Cycle Plan,
including:
-CS9,
-Grand Union Canal
Path Quietway
-East Acton
Quietway.
 These will not only
increase the links
with other boroughs,
but will also
incorporate the latest
design requirements
found in the Tfl
London Cycle Design
Guide for safe cycle
routes.
 Major projects such
as CS9 will also
incorporate new
routes for the
Hammersmith
Gyratory and
connecting links with
south of the Borough
over Hammersmith
Bridge.
 Wood lane
 We will be reviewing
all links on our
network as we
incorporate new
improvements to our
roads and streets as
part of our LIP
programme.

We are continuing to
work to develop new
cycle routes in the
borough and the new
20mph speed limits on
all borough roads
except TfL roads will
help us with route
opportunities.
We have secured
funding for the new
Thames Path
Quietway in 2017.
Other main routes
identified last year are
reported in the main
report.
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Greater emphasis on the
needs of pedestrians
and cyclists over
through traffic
especially where space
is highly contested. We
have seen a dramatic
fall in car ownership
and use in the Borough
so there is space to
work with.
Additionally, the health
issues of air pollution
and inactive lifestyles
need to be tackled
together by providing a
more pleasant
environment and urban
space for all.



Further use of bollards
(filtered permeability)
should be made as a
rapid and efficient way
to reduce through traffic
using residential streets
as rat runs.



Stronger enforcement of
20mph limits, using
updated police
guidance, to further
reduce casualties and
provide a safer feeling
space where 20mph
limits already exist.



Wider use of 20mph
















The major projects
we are undertaking
show our desire,
The new Cycling
Strategy covers all
health and lifestyle
issues.
The Strategy will
give cycling a higher
profile in the
Borough.
The appointment of a
full time cycling
officer also shows
our commitment.
We also recognise the
health issues and in
particular the air
quality issues in the
borough and where
possible we are
developing ‘more
environmentally
friendly ‘schemes.
E.g. Talgarth road.
We will work with
the group to identify
locations where
filtered permeability
would improve the
cycling network.
We will introduce
these measures as
part of an overall
cycle network.
Neighbourhood pilot
projects will identify
possible locations.
Enforcement can only
be carried out by the
Police.
We will work with
the police to ensure
greater enforcement.
Schemes are designed
to be self-enforcing
where possible
We are consulting on
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We are totally
committed to
changing the
environment within
the borough to be
more cycle and
pedestrian friendly
and are in constant
liaison with our
planners to ensure that
opportunities to make
the infrastructure
‘greener’ are taken.
We are committed to
making our streets
Healthy Streets.

We continue to
incorporate filtered
permeability where
possible in the
borough.

We will continue with
the actions identified
in the previous report.

The 20mph speed

limits and zones in the
borough. This should be
introduced as a priority
for Hammersmith
Bridge and further as a
priority in Town
Centers. Ultimately our
aim is for a default,
borough 20mph limit.
Greater attention to
road quality. Potholes
are a nuisance to all
road users and a
particular danger to
cyclists; the council
should aim to address
all potholes on the main
roads rapidly as a
matter of critical safety.
Increased efforts to
provide parking for
bicycles to support
access to bicycles for
more residents,
including placing stands
in the road. A single car
space can hold 10
bicycles, helping free
pavement space for
pedestrians.

a wider 20mph speed
limit including
hammersmith bridge.

limits have been
introduced throughout
the borough. We will
report back to PAC in
July.



We will include on
the new cycling web
site easier links to
report Highway
issues.

The new council web
site enables easier
reporting of issues.



We have started an
ongoing programme
of adding cycle
parking to our streets
The new web site will
enable residents to
identify where cycle
racks are needed for
us to investigate.

We have installed
over two hundred new
cycle stands in
2016/17 across the
borough and have
installed a Bike Port
unit in Brackenbury.



Addison
Connecting
neighborhoods
under the railway
and over Shepherds
Bush Road by
reducing traffic
speeds and stopping
rat-running



Askew


Protected Space on
Goldhawk Road,
reworking a dual
carriageway into a



We have the 20mph The 20mph speed
limit has been
speed limit
consultation nearing introduced.
conclusion.
As part of the
Neighbourhood
reviews we will
investigate where the
main issues are.

Current scheme
incorporates new
cycle lanes but does
not extend to a cycle
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Comment as per
last report.

bicycle boulevard

Avonmore and Brook
Green
Connecting
neighborhoods over
Hammersmith Road,
by the A4 and
around Olympia by
making the one way
streets in the area,
two way for cycling

boulevard.







College Park and Old Oak
Safe passage to the
north of the borough
with protected space
on Wood Lane






CS9 will become a
major feeder to
neighborough
boroughs and will
facilitate more
access to and around
Olympia.
Roads and streets
adjacent to this route
will be re-evaluated
to see if they could
become two-way for
cyclists.
These streets are
included in Ward
pilot programme
The Wood lane
corridor incorporates
a number of large
development
projects where safe
cycle passage has
been identified.
New A40 East-west
route will link this.
We are working on
the whole area to
ensure a connected
and consistent
approach for cycles.

Fulham Broadway
Make Fulham’s
main roads into
welcoming high
streets



These roads will be
reviewed as a LIP
Neighbourhood
project

Fulham Reach
Safe prioritised
junctions over
Fulham Palace Road



These roads will be
reviewed as a LIP
Neighbourhood
project.
We are working to
design a ‘Quietway’
route that will cross
Fulham Palace Road
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Comment as per
previous report.

The Wood Lane
developments have
been combined to
create a new
corridor which is
more cycle and
pedestrian friendly.
The Westway
cycle scheme has
been cancelled and
a new alignment is
being considered
by TfL which
might include
Wood Lane.
LIP schemes have
been identified for
some Fulham roads
for review in
2017/18

LIP schemes have
been identified for
some Fulham roads
for review in
2017/18

Hammersmith Broadway
Make Hammersmith
a calmer
environment with
20mph from the
Thames to the Town
Centre



Munster
20mph for the heart
of Fulham

Work is underway to
review all cycle
lanes around the
Gyratory as part of
CS9
20mph speed limit
is proposed for the
area.

Work on the
review is ongoing.
The 20mph limit
has been
implemented.



Consultation is
underway for a
20mph in the area.

The 20mph has
been implemented.

North End
Safe prioritised
junctions over A4
and measures on
surrounding streets



Included in Ward
neighbourhood
review

Comment is as per
last report.

Palace Riverside
Safe prioritised
routes throughout
Palace Riverside



Riverside Quietway Work is ongoing to
is being designed to create an overall
use quiet streets and cycle route.
reduce the areas of
conflict with cyclists
and pedestrians.
This will also be
developed as part of
the overall cycle
route development in
the borough.





Parsons Green and
Walham
Make the centers of
Fulham into pleasant
areas by reducing
traffic speeds,
removing rat runs
and making one way
streets two way for
cycling

Ravenscourt Park
Aschurch Park
Villas is used as a
rat-run despite



Changes to cycle
priority will follow a
full evaluation of the
possible routes.



We will review the
existing scheme to
identify is additional
measures are
needed.
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Comment as per
last report.

existing calming

Sands End
Safe prioritised
routes along
Wandsworth Bridge
Road



Shepherd’s Bush Green
Protected Space
around Shepherd’s
Bush Green and
Holland Park
Roundabout










Town
Safer junctions with
lower speeds to
improve entry to
borough

Wormholt and White City
Safe Routes to
Schools over
Uxbridge Road and
on key side streets





This is included in
our Neighbourhood
project plans.
We aim to divert
cyclists onto other
quiet routes in area.

We are reviewing
current routes in
the area.

The Wood lane
corridor incorporates
a number of large
development
projects where safe
cycle passage has
been identified.
New A40 east-west
route will link to
this.
We are working on
the whole area to
ensure a connected
and consistent
approach for cycles.

The Wood Lane
developments are
being brought
together to create a
better
infrastructure for
cyclists and
pedestrians.

The 20mph limit
20 mph borough
has been
speed limit is out to
implemented.
consultation for the
Town centre.
The cycle
superhighway design
will also include
improved entry
junctions.
Comments as
We will include this
per last report.
in the
neighbourhood
review.
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Agenda Item 7
London Borough of Hammersmith &
Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND
RESIDENTS SERVICES POLICY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
1 March 2017
Cemeteries update
Report of the Director for Safer Neighbourhoods
Open Report
Classification: For Policy and Accountability Review and Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: Fulham Reach and Munster
Accountable Director: David Page
Report Author:
Ian Ross
Parks Manager

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 7938 8194
E-mail: Ian.Ross@rbkc.gov.uk
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report is to give the committee an update on the cemeteries within the
management of Hammersmith & Fulham Council along with giving some
background to the service and the work undertaken.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

Note the contents of the report

2.2

Provide comments on the proposed new Cemetery Rules and Regulations

2.3

Acknowledge the hard work and support given to the council by the Friends of
Margravine Cemetery in the management and upkeep of Margravine
Cemetery

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Hammersmith & Fulham Council has four cemeteries under its management,
two within the borough, these being Fulham (Fulham Old) and Margravine
(Hammersmith Old) and two in the London Borough of Richmond-uponThames, these being Mortlake (Hammersmith New) and North Sheen
(Fulham New).

3.2

It is not uncommon for London boroughs to own and operate cemeteries
outside of borough boundaries due to the limited burial space available within
central London.

3.3

The core business of the service is to manage the operation and
administration of the borough’s cemeteries and ensure compliance with
cemeteries and burial related legislation, primarily the Local Authority
Cemeteries Order (LACO) 1977.

3.4

The service manages the statutory requirement to maintain legal records of all
interments (the burial of ashes or coffins), discharges the council’s legal duties
in relation to the transfer of ownership of plots, authorises the placing of
memorials in accordance with the appropriate guidance and local rules and
also provides discretionary services to the public such as a search facility for
people carrying out genealogy research.

3.5

It also provides advice in relation to burials, memorials and ownership of
graves and acts as the face of the council for all users of the cemetery and
bereavement service.

3.6

The expenditure budget for cemeteries in the current financial year is
£837,000 and the income budget for cemeteries in the current financial year is
£833,000.
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3.7

Management of the service was contracted out to Idverde (formerly Quadron
Services) in 2012 as part of the council’s grounds maintenance contract. Prior
to that the service was managed in-house.

3.8

Additionally, Idverde are also responsible for the maintenance of the
cemeteries (primarily grass cutting) and preparing graves ready for the
interment of ashes and coffins.

3.9

All cemeteries under the management of the council are multi-faith.

4.

AVAILABLE SPACE

4.1

Available grave space is reducing year on year. Legislation does allow for the
reuse of graves albeit 75 years after the last burial and the expiry of the
exclusive right of burial.

4.2

Graves sold pre-1967 were done so with a 100 year exclusive right of burial
and since 1967 have been sold with a 75 year exclusive right of burial. A
number of authorities have taken the decision to reduce the exclusive right of
burial to over half what is offered by the council often making this conscious
decision with the re-use of grave spaces in mind

4.3

Taking account of above means in reality it could mean some plots are not
available for use for over 150 years. At whatever point grave spaces do
become available for re-use it is likely there will be significant cost in readying
them for use and as historic graves were not used sequentially or in order
then the period quoted above is likely to be even longer if whole sections were
to be considered for re-use.

4.4

Grave space has always been available to non-borough residents albeit they
have been charged a premium and pre-2008/09, as outlined above, could not
purchase plots in reserve. Over the last couple of years, the premium has
typically been twice the price charged to borough residents.

4.5

Prior to 2004 only borough residents were allowed to purchase and reserve
plots (at this time only North Sheen and Mortlake were active cemeteries) and
this was restricted to one per household.

4.6

In 2004 purchasing in reserve was stopped but subsequently re-introduced in
2008 with the restriction on the number of plots that could be purchased per
household being lifted. Additionally, in 2008 the ability to purchase and
reserve was offered to non-borough residents.

4.7

In 2011/12 the service introduced the opportunity to purchase graves in the
two in-borough cemeteries (Fulham and Margravine). These were at a
premium price of £10,000 (these have risen since then) given their prestige
and limited supply and only available to borough residents. From 1 April 2015
these plots were made available to non-borough residents with a 50%
premium charged on top of the price offer to borough residents.
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4.8

Table 1 (Appendix 1) shows the number of total grave spaces that are
available across the four cemeteries, including the average number of graves
sold on an annual basis, and ultimately the estimated number of years until
stock fully depletes (based on current sales)

4.9

Table 1 (Appendix 1) indicates the borough’s cemeteries at North Sheen and
Mortlake have enough new grave space to last in excess of 10 years but as
demonstrated in table the table in paragraph 5.4 the trends for burials does
fluctuate greatly from year to year. It would prudent within the next 5 years for
the council to start planning longer term for what it will do as space reduces.

5.

INCOME/NUMBERS OF BURIALS

5.1

The number of burials carried out annually, and consequently the income
collected by the council, can vary greatly as there are external factors that
affect this.

5.2

The service has four main income streams: (1) grave space fees (the
purchase of grave space – both at need and in reserve); (2) interments (the
burial of a body in a grave); (3) memorials and inscription fees; and (4) grave
upkeep charges.

5.3

Table 2 (Appendix1) shows the historic income achieved across all council
cemeteries between 2010/11 and the current financial year. Fees and
charges have been uplifted each year so will account for some increases in
the income outlined in the table.

5.4

Table 3 (Appendix 1) looks at historic sales performance in terms of number
of sales. As with income this table shows that numbers can fluctuate
significantly between years.

6.

MEMORIALS

6.1

The council has a duty of care as the landowner to ensure that memorials
within the cemetery are safe. Where this is not the case the council has the
power to effect repair or lay down a memorial and seek to recover the cost
from the grave owner.

6.2

At present the council tests all memorials for stability every 3 years. The next
sets of tests are due to take place in 2017/18 (next financial year).

6.3

When last tested in 2014/15 a number of memorials did fail the stability test
and those identified as being high risk were either banded or laid down.

6.4

As the memorials most likely to fail the stability test are older ones where the
owner is likely deceased the decision of what action to take will rest with the
council

6.5

Officers will report the results of the stability tests planned for next financial
year along recommendations to the Cabinet Member covering cemeteries on
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completion. Depending on the results this could greatly change the landscape
of the cemeteries and also leave the council incurring significant costs.
7.

CEMETERY RULES AND REGULATIONS

7.1

The existing Cemetery Rules and Regulations were last amended/updated in
May 1970.

7.2

Following a request from the Friends of Margravine Cemetery to update the
rules and regulations for memorials within Margravine Cemetery to ensure
new ones and those being repaired continue to be in keeping with the historic
nature of the cemetery officers have taken the opportunity to update and
amend the Cemetery Rules and Regulations as a whole.

7.3

A copy of the updated and amended Cemetery Rules and Regulations are in
Appendix 2. These remain work in progress but comments from the
committee would be welcome.

8.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

8.1

While the borough have a number of active Friends Groups in parks we only
have one that covers a cemetery, the Friends of Margravine Cemetery
(FoMC).

8.2

The FoMC formed in 2006 and their mission is ‘to promote for the public
benefit, the conservation of the flora, fauna, monuments, buildings and burial
records of the Margravine Hammersmith Cemetery London and the
introduction of improvements to the cemetery and its management so long as
they are compatible with the conservation of nature’.

8.3

The FoMC have been an extremely successful group and are now a
registered charity (Charity no. 1131288) and company limited by guarantee as
well as being a member of the National Federation of Cemetery Friends.

8.4

The FoMC have been instrumental in supporting the council’s application for
Green Flag Award since 2009. Additionally, the FoMC now the Your
Neighbourhood category of London in Bloom and were one of only two
borough sites to be graded as ‘Outstanding’ for the last two years.

8.5

A shared aspiration by the FoMC and officers over the next year is to identify
and apply for external funding with a view to preserving the historic features of
Margavine Cemetery.

8.6

The FoMC have undertaken surveys of the daily footfall in the cemetery.
When last undertaken in September 2016 5,685 people were counted
entering or leaving through the north gates (by Barons Court underground
station), up from 3,961 in September 2009, an increase of 40%

8.6

A summary of FoMC achievements can be found in Appendix 3.
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9.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Expenditure on Cemeteries in the borough consists of general maintenance
costs, NNDR, salaries and the costs associated with burials (grave digging
and interments). Income for Cemeteries is outlined in paragraph 5.2.

9.2

Available grave space in the borough is falling each year, and with Exclusive
Rights of Burial Rules applying reuse of existing graves will not be an option
for the foreseeable future. The creation of additional grave space within or
outside the borough needs to be considered, as the expenditure on
cemeteries is funded almost entirely by income from the sales of graves and
interments.

9.3

There is a risk that income will fall in the future if further grave spaces are not
made available, and a growth bid may be required to reduce the income
budget and to cover unavoidable expenditure such as grounds maintenance
which will be incurred irrespective of sales.

9.4

Implications verified/completed by: Lucy Varenne, Finance Manager, tel: 020
7341 5777.

10.

BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT

No.

Description of
Background Papers

Name/Ext of holder of Department/
file/copy
Location

1

Cemeteries – Variation to
Grounds Maintenance Contract

Ullash Karia
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Safer
Neighbourhoods

APPENDIX 1
Table 1:
Total grave spaces
available

Reserved graves

Available graves

901
716
170
100

176
148
1
0

725
568
169
100

Mortlake
North Sheen
Margravine
Fulham

Number of graves
used for new burials in
2015/16
62
46
0
0

Estimated years until
stock depleted
12
12
169
100

Table 2:
Year

(1) Grave space
fees
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£’000
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17 **

(2) Interments
£’000

209
298
272
374
327
344
311

352
372
334
334
346
412
347

(3) Memorials
and Inscription
fees *
£’000
32
42
39
38
34
48
37

(4) Grave
upkeep charge
£’000

Total Cemetery
Income
£’000

0
0
0
6
6
6
5

Income Target
£’000

593
712
645
752
713
810
701

Income vs
Target
£’000

N/A
N/A
774
794
833
833
833

N/A
N/A
-129
-42
-120
-23
TBC

* Includes interment of cremated remains, change of grave ownership, and chapel income
** Year to date

Table 3:
Year
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17 **

Standard graves
122
134
120
113
114
124
144

Premium graves sold
0
0
1
5
2
1
2

* Includes interment of cremated remains, change of grave ownership, and chapel income
** Year to date

Interments *
258
244
297
281
197
233
163

Total Number of Sales
380
378
418
399
313
358
309

Annual movement
N/A
-1%
11%
-5%
-22%
14%
TBC

APPENDIX 2
Draft Cemetery Rules and Regulations
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HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM COUNCIL
CEMETERY REGULATIONS
Draft for comment
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LOCATION OF OUR CEMETERIES:
Hammersmith & Fulham Council is responsible for four cemeteries, two of which are
within the borough boundary and two of which are in the London Borough of
Richmond-upon-Thames. The full addresses of our cemeteries are:
Margravine Cemetery (also known as Hammersmith Old Cemetery), Margravine
Road, London W6 8HA. For a map please click here.
Fulham Cemetery (also known as Fulham Old Cemetery), Fulham Palace Road,
London SW6. For a map please click here.
Mortlake Cemetery (also known as Hammersmith New Cemetery), Clifford Avenue,
Richmond, SW14 7BU. For a map please click here.
North Sheen Cemetery (also known as Fulham New Cemetery), Lower Richmond
Road, Surrey TW9 4LL. For a map please click here.

CONTACTING US:
The Cemetery Office is based within North Sheen Cemetery (in the centre next to
the chapel) and is open Monday-Friday 9am-4pm on these days with the exception
of public holidays. Due to the nature of our business it may not be possible for the
office to be staffed at all times.
The address of the office is:
Cemetery Office
Hammersmith & Fulham Council
North Sheen Cemetery
Lower Richmond Road
Richmond TW9 4LL
Our telephone number is: 020 8878 1934 (if no one answers your call please leave a
message).
Our email address is: cemeteries@lbhf.gov.uk
GETTING HERE:
All our cemeteries can be reached by public transport. We suggest you visit the
Transport for London website to ensure you get the most up to date and accurate
public transport travel information. Their journey planner web page can be reached
here: https://tfl.gov.uk/plan-a-journey.

OPENING HOURS:
The official public opening hours of all our cemeteries is as follows:
January

9am-4pm
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February
March
April
May to July
August
September
October
November and
December

9am-5pm
9am-6pm
9am-7pm
9am-8pm
9am-7pm
9am-6pm
9am-5pm
9am-4pm

The council reserves the right to alter these times without notice or close/limit access
to the cemetery at any time however where possible such changes will be notified in
advance.

FUNERAL BOOKINGS (GENERAL):
1. Following an initial booking by telephone the Cemetery Office must receive
written confirmation of details of the proposed burial using the Notice of Interment
form (either scanned or faxed) in good time (3 working days) to get the grave
prepared. A hard copy must be with the Cemetery Office along with the specified
coffin/casket/urn sizes and payment (please note: we do not accept cash) at least
one working day before the funeral can take place. Exceptions may be made
where religious/cultural practices require prompt interment.
2. The consent in writing of the owner (in the case of multiple ownership all owners)
of the Exclusive Right of Burial must be given in advance to the Cemetery Office
(except where the owner is being buried).
3. Interments are available throughout the year (subject to availability) with the
exception of weekends and public holidays. The first interment of the day will not
take place earlier than 9.30am and the last interment of the day will not take
place later than 3pm.
In all cases it is important that times are strictly adhered too to ensure there are
no clashes.
4. The Registrars Certificate, or the Coroners Order, for the disposal of the body to
be buried must be given to a council officer or representative overseeing the
interment in advance. For the interment of, or scattering of, cremated remains a
certificate must be produced from the Cremation Authority. Failure to do so
may cause delay or stop the interment taking place.
5. Funeral Directors are required to give notice to the Cemetery Office in advance
whenever a funeral is likely to be attended or followed by an unusually large
number of persons, or a family back-fill is requested. It is the Funeral Director’s
responsibility to ensure that attendees comply with the instruction of a council
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officer or representative and allow them to discharge their duties in accordance
with the law and cemetery regulations.
6. Bodies of persons dying of infectious diseases must be taken straight to grave.
7. No body shall be buried in any Vault or Walled Grave unless in a hermetically
sealed coffin or separately entombed in an airtight manner, that is by properly
cemented stone and/or brickwork, which shall never be disturbed. The building
of a Vault or Walled Grave shall be subject to the permission of Cemeteries
Manager at the time of building.
8. Only council staff or their appointed representative will be permitted to excavate
or reopen a grave or vault.
9. It is the responsibility of the person(s) arranging the funeral, that where needed
the memorial is removed at least 48 hours before the interment. The memorial
removed must be placed in a location agreed by the Cemetery Office. In the
case of full memorials must be returned to the grave 12-14 months after burial
(subject to ground conditions). The person(s) arranging the funeral will also be
responsible for returning the memorial. This must be carried out by a
NAMM/BRAMM (or any future recognised industry body) approved stonemason.

MEMORIALS (GENERAL):
10. The council’s approval must be obtained in all circumstances before any
memorials or article is erected or placed on or over a grave space. A drawing
showing the form, dimensions and materials together with a copy of every
inscription using the correct form must be submitted to the Cemetery Office. In
the case of private graves, the correct form must be signed by the registered
grave owner(s). NB. We strongly advise against purchasing a stone before
permission has been granted.
11. A permit to install/work will only be issued on the receipt and clearance of the
appropriate fees.
12. All works/fixings must be undertaken by a NAMM/BRAMM (or any future
recognised industry body) approved stonemason and be in accordance with the
relevant legislation and British Standards.
13. The council will not be responsible for the safe keeping of, or for accident or
damage to any memorial or receptacles or other articles, and it is incumbent
upon the grave owner to keep the same in good repair.
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CREMATION PLOTS:
14. In the sections of the council’s cemeteries laid out for the interment of cremated
remains the following Regulations shall apply in addition to those applicable to
the cemeteries as a whole, except where any inconsistency arises at which point
those specific to Cremation Plots shall prevail:


The space allocated for each cremation plot for the interment of cremated
remains shall be 1ft 6ins by 1ft 6ins



A memorial in the form of a tablet 10ins by 7ins may be placed centrally on
each cremation plot, the edge of such tablet being parallel to the boundaries
of the plot space



Such tablet shall be supplied by an accredited memorial mason on behalf of
the purchaser(s) of the Exclusive Right of Burial in each cremation plot and
shall be fixed so that the top of the tablet is at ground level.



Mounds will not be permitted over any cremation plot. The space between
the memorial tablet shall be turfed and maintained by the council



Purchasers of cremation plots shall not carry out or have carried out any
turfing of or work to the plot as such work will be carried out by the council to
their own requirements



Nothing shall be planted or placed on any cremation plot



A copy of the proposed inscription to be placed on the memorial tablet shall
accompany every application and will be subject to approval. The correct
form must be completed



Trade name(s) shall not be cut on the top face of the tablet

MEMORIALS (MARGRAVINE AND FULHAM CEMETERIES):
15. Taking into account the historic nature of the above cemeteries it has been
deemed that memorials (including the restoration of existing) must be in keeping
with existing memorials and the cemeteries as a whole.
16. The following is meant as a guide:


Memorials must not exceed 5ft in height above the landing or ground level.
Exceptions may be made where a traditional design such as an obelisk is
proposed.



The style should be ‘traditional’
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The material should be natural stone preferably sourced from within the UK



Colours should be muted and in keeping with adjacent memorials



High polishing and sand blasting will not be permitted



Lettering must be ‘traditional’ and a muted colour. Lead lettering will be
permitted



Landings will not exceed 6ft 6ins by 2ft 6ins and be either York Stone or
reinforced concrete. The minimum depth of the landing should be 4ins and
completely hidden.



Chippings must be natural stone and of a muted colour and fixed



The council reserve the right to notify and consult with established and
recognised groups linked to these cemeteries but the final decision will lie with
the council



Temporary markers on graves can be a simple cross or name plate

17. The following will not be permitted on graves:


Lanterns, candles, windmills, placards, toys or other items related to the
deceased



Electronic devices powered by battery or solar power



No plastic flowers or plastic wreathes

TRADITIONAL MEMORIALS (MORTLAKE AND NORTH SHEEN
CEMETERIES):
18. The following is meant as a guide:


Memorials must not exceed 5ft in height above the landing or ground level



Landings will not exceed the grave space and be either York Stone or
reinforced concrete. The minimum depth of the landing should be 4ins for
graves 6ft 6ins by 2ft 6ins and 6ins for all larger graves



Tiles will not be permitted

LAWN MEMORIALS (HEADSTONE ONLY):
19. These regulations are applicable to private graves within Mortlake and North
Sheen Cemeteries on sections/plots designated as ‘Lawn’ sections.
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20. The following is meant as a guide:


Headstones must not exceed 3ft 6ins in height above ground level, 3ft in width
and 6ins in thickness.



The headstone must be erected at the head of the grave in line with existing
headstones



The memorial must be fixed in accordance with the relevant legislation and
British Standards (this should be stated on the correct form)



Vases or flower containers must not exceed 10ins in diameter or 9ins in
height and must be placed at the head of the grave. If a headstone already
exists any such or flower container must be erected on the bases of the
existing memorials and not placed on the burial area



Footstones, kerbs, landings or any memorial or monument other than those
specified above will not be permitted

21. On ‘Lawn’ sections at Mortlake and North Sheen Cemeteries the council will
provide a concrete foundation 9ins (or shallower) below the ground level through
the length of each row of graves. All headstones must be fixed securely to such
foundations and stonemasons must provide all necessary materials for the
execution of this work at the time of erection.
22. It will not usually be necessary to remove a ‘Lawn’ section headstone for future
interments and provided they are installed correctly therefore particular attention
must be paid to their sound and correct erection.

MEMORIALS (NON-PRIVATE GRAVES):
23. The council will be responsible for the purchase and erection of memorials on
non-private graves. The inscription will be of a standard and simple nature e.g.
name of deceased and date of birth/death.

TURFING OF ‘LAWN’ SECTIONS:
24. Grave owners will not be permitted to carry out any turfing or planting of their
graves as all such work will be undertaken by the council at its sole discretion to
its own requirements.

MEMORIAL TESTING:
25. The council reserve the right to carry out Health and Safety testing of any
memorial or headstone within the cemetery by a qualified individual/company and
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where the grave owner is still alive seek to recover reasonable costs for making
safe. Where there is no living grave owner the council reserve the right to simply
lay down the memorial or headstone, or in extenuating circumstances remove the
memorial.

STONEMASONS:
26. All stonemasons entering the cemeteries to execute works must be
NAMM/BRAMM (or any future recognised industry body) approved. Before any
works take place a permit to work must be obtained from the council and
presented to the Cemetery Office on the day of intended work.
27. All memorials must be prepared ready for fixing before being brought into the
cemetery and stonemasons must provide their own plant and tools to execute
any work(s).
28. Works of every description must be carried out continuously and completed
without delay (unavoidable causes excepted).
29. Works may only take place during the opening hours of the Cemetery Office.
Under no circumstances should works take place or materials be delivered on a
weekend or public holiday.
30. No cleaning of stones by mechanical means will be permitted.
31. The stonemason will be responsible for the removal of all rubbish, refuse, stones,
etc. associated with their work and must dispose of them in a legal way not within
the cemetery.
32. Canvassing or soliciting for works or orders is strictly prohibited.
33. Where reasonably requested by a council officer or representative, stonemasons
shall cease work to allow an interment to take place.
34. All stonemasons will have appropriate public liability insurance and present
themselves in a manner befitting a cemetery.

GENERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR ALL:
35. The council reserves the right to require the owner of a grave upon written notice
sent to their last known address, to remove or replace forthwith any memorial
which it in their opinion has become unsafe or dilapidated, and the event of such
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notice not being complied with, within 3 months (or sooner if deemed appropriate)
of receiving this notification the council shall not be liable to any person in respect
of any such memorial, headstone receptacle or other articles removed by them
under this clause.
36. Mounds over graves are not permitted in the cemeteries.
37. Plans of the cemeteries and also the Register of Burials, are kept at the
Cemetery Office are open to inspection by prior appointment.
38. The owner of any private graves may place shrubs or plants thereon within the
limits assigned, and shall keep the same in proper and tidy condition. The
Council reserve the right to prune or remove any planting as part of cemetery
grounds maintenance standards.
39. Children will not be permitted into the cemeteries unless accompanied by an
adult. Dogs must be on a lead at all times. No vehicle or cycle will be permitted
into the cemetery unless in attendance at a funeral or used in connection with
cemetery business. A council officer or representative may refuse admission of
any private vehicle. Speed limit of 5 mph must be observed by all vehicles.
40. Dead flowers, waste paper and other refuse and litter must be deposited in the
receptacles provided for the purpose in the cemeteries.
41. Photographs of graves may only be taken with the consent of the owner of the
grave, and of the Cemetery Manager.
42. No person shall engage in any selling or buying of goods and services within the
cemetery. Everyone within the cemetery shall conduct themselves in a quiet and
orderly manner
43. Gratuities to any employees of the Councils are strictly forbidden.
44. Penalties for Offences:
a. (Every person who shall wilfully destroy or injure any building, wall or fence
belonging to the Cemeteries, or destroy or injure any tree, or plant therein , or
who shall daub or disfigure any wall thereof , or put up any bill therein or on
any wall thereof, or wilfully destroy, injure, or deface any monument, tablet,
inscription or gravestone, within the Cemeteries or do any other wilful damage
therein, shall forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding five pounds
(Cemeteries Clauses Act, 1847, section 59).
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b. Every person who shall play at any game or sport, or discharge firearms, save
at military funeral, in the Cemeteries, or who shall wilfully and unlawfully
disturb any persons assembled in the cemeteries for the purpose of burying
anybody therein, or who shall commit any nuisance within the cemeteries,
shall forfeit for every such offence a sum not exceeding five pounds
(Cemeteries Clause Act, 1847, section 59).
45. The Council reserves to itself the right to make any alterations or additions to the
foregoing Regulations from time to time, as may be found necessary or desirable.
The above regulations are as approved and adopted by the Council of the London
Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham on the 12th day of May, 1965, to take effect
on and from 13th May, 1965, and amended on the 5th day of January, 1966 and 1st
May, 1970.
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APPENDIX 3
Some of the achievements of the Friends of Margavine Cemetery


Carrying out annual tree planting and over the years we planted hedging and
clumps of native species to ensure succession – and annual pruning - and
regular watering in summer of new planting – often a daily task in periods of hot
weather. Initially funded by a National Lottery grant



We were the first group to persuade the Borough to pioneer areas of wild flowers
and long grass – now much enjoyed by the public



Organising public information about Margravine cemetery park through our
website and twitter account, and in the cemetery – the noticeboard, leaflets, and
interpretation board



We have encouraged the borough to dramatically reduce pesticide use but
suggesting alternatives – for instance we regularly handpicked the box tree
caterpillars through summer 2016



Professional surveys have been commissioned and paid for – general
invertebrates, moths, bats and lichen and include the first survey ever for moths,
bats and lichen. There is a regular monthly count for birds. (The council has
surveyed the flora). These surveys inform future planning.



We keep a photographic record of all the unusual species that inhabit the
cemetery



Our initiative and biodiversity data secured Margravine Cemetery’s status to be
raised from local to one of borough-wide importance (Grade II)



We have a groups who carry out gardening – planning, planting, weeding,
watering - especially the central round bed – and general tidy ups – including
digging up the Ailanthus suckers when we first had long grass! We work closely
with the much-valued on-site gardeners



Participating in tree care – planning annually with parks officer as we have many
aging trees



We have asked for/provided/fully supported bird boxes and log piles for nesting
birds and insects



We initiated and followed up research into the cemetery’s history, initially with the
borough archivist 2006



A joint project with the U3A (University of the Third Age) logged the memorials’
inscriptions and traced the life story of some buried there
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Gathered the evidence and requested the (successful) Grade II listing of the
Reception House (and we also cleared its gutter to encourage first aid repairs).
See the DCMS website news item 28 Oct 2016



Jointly funded professional condition surveys of the Reception House and the
Young mausoleum (already Grade II listed) with the borough



Working with the borough - planning a HLF joint bid to restore these Listed
Buildings at Risk



We undertook a survey of the boundary wall and gates, as well as the structures
in the cemetery to assess condition and to encourage timely, small repairs



When the Broad memorial (Grade II listed), the bronze memorial to the man who
cast Eros, was pushed over, we organised its rescue. A friendly funeral director
provided a crane and masons to do the work



We hold meetings with the council and the contractors on a regular basis and
liaise with the parks police



We worked with the council to ensure the sale of the Lodges incorporated good
planning advice



Holding regular walks, talks, meetings, and distribute a bi-annual newsletter for
members



We have entered the cemetery/park for London in Bloom each year – one of the
only 2 to get ‘Outstanding’ in the borough the last 2 years for the ‘It’s your
neighbourhood’ category. A Silver gilt for ‘Your community’ – a new award. We
also meet with the judges of the Green Flag award



Working with Urbans Studies to involve younger people. We also prepared 2
trails



A close relationship with William Morris Sixth form and also the local
neighbourhood group



We have undertaken two surveys of the daily footfall. We counted 5685 people
entering or leaving through the north gates September 2016, up from 3961 in
September 2009, an increase of 40%



130+ paid-up members. A vibrant group who - as well as the above - are the
cemetery’s eyes and ears – watching over it on a daily basis and reporting
anything that needs reporting
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Agenda Item 8
London Borough of Hammersmith &
Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND
RESIDENTS SERVICES POLICY &
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
1st March 2017
Update on Registration Services
Report of the Director for Safer Neighbourhoods
Open Report
Classification - For Policy & Accountability Committee Review and Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: All
Accountable Executive Director: David Page, Director for Safer Neighbourhoods
Report Author: Alistair Ayres, Head of
Emergency Services

Contact Details:
alistair.ayres@lbhf.gov.uk
020 8753 3994

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1.

The Registration Service has undergone a significant restructure and review. A
number of new staff have been recruited, including two new service managers.

1.2.

The service is showing a much improved performance against income targets
this financial year compared to last year’s outturn. However, income is still lower
than targets set in 2013 as Citizenship Ceremonies and Nationality Checking
Service have seen a sharp decrease over the last three years.

1.3.

Several new initiatives and venues have been offered in the last year to provide a
better service for customers and increase income for the Council.

1.4.

The Hammersmith Town Hall refurbishment programme poses a significant
financial risk to the service.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

For the Committee to note the contents of this report and provide any comment
on its contents.
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3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1.

In 2014 a full service review and reorganisation was initiated to improve the
culture, performance and service provided to residents. The final stages of this
review were implemented in December 2016 with final recruitment and bespoke
training of staff.

3.2.

The review looked at service delivery and how this could be improved to
customers. This lead to a skills review as officers were limited in their capacity to
provide varied roles and concentrated on one aspect of registration. The impact
of the limited skills meant in any period of leave or sickness the service suffered
through lack of resilience.

3.3.

Officers retained under the reorganisation have been trained across all
disciplines of the service: births, marriages, and death registration and the
Nationality Checking Service. New officers who have joined the service have
been trained in all areas and work on a rotational basis to gain experience across
all these services.

3.4.

A comprehensive review of our charging structure for ceremonies and other
services provided by the registrars highlighted we were charging well below
comparable authorities. This also provided an opportunity to offer new services
and new venues for weddings and ceremonies.

3.5.

Since September 2016 we have licenced the Mayor’s Foyer to hold wedding and
civil partnership ceremonies. The venue has proved to be popular due to its
unique décor and size. We recently increased the licence to hold up to 150
guests following a request from a customer.

3.6.

The service introduced a birth registration at the Masbro Centre in June 2016.
The service is for babies born in borough and their parents must also live here.
There have been 25 appointments so far.

3.7.

The service has increased income from £464,413 in 2015/16 to a projected
£532,504 for 2016/17. This is a culmination of the review and improvements in
service over the last 12 months.

4.

PROPOSAL AND ISSUES

4.1.

Initial discussions with the Events Team have begun to look at a joined up offer of
wedding and ceremony packages to maximise the offer to customers. The
Assembly Hall and Playfair Room are a popular venue for events and parties. We
hope to offer these as part of a wider package when customers ask about using
Hammersmith Town Hall as a wedding or civil partnership venue.

4.2.

Due to the popularity and size of the Mayor’s Foyer we intend to review the
pricing structure of this room for 2017/18. It is currently listed as part of
Hammersmith Town Hall with other smaller rooms which have significantly lower
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capacity. A review of other Council’s venues has shown that this is the largest
capacity in West London and no others have the impact of this room.
4.3.

We aim to increase the number of licensed venues in borough over the next year
to increase the offer to customers and provide a wider range of venues. At the
same time, we are training more staff to be able to provide this service as it is
currently limited to only a few officers.

4.4.

The Hammersmith Town Hall refurbishment will provide opportunities to improve
the look of the Registration Offices and increase storage for equipment, such as
chairs and tables for weddings. However, it also poses significant financial risks
which are detailed below in the financial and resources implications.

5.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1.

None.

6.

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS

6.1.

The Hammersmith Town Hall refurbishment programme may have significant
impact on the service and the ability for us to generate income. The dates of the
project are currently unknown and we continue to book services. Once
refurbishment work on the Town Hall begin this may affect our ability to hold
some services, depending on the scope of work and which parts of the building
are to be refurbished.

6.2.

The project team have been made aware of the issues faced by the Registration
Service and we are working closely with them to mitigate any reduction in service
and income.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
No.

Description of
Background Papers

Name/Ext of holder of Department/
file/copy
Location

None.
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Community Safety, Environment & Residents Services PAC – Work Programme 2016-17
Item

Report Author(s)

Comments

28 June 2016 – Policing, Crime and ASB
Environmental Health Annual Report 2015-16

Ann Ramage

To receive the Environmental Health annual report.
Noise Nuisance Prevention and Busking

Richard Buckley

To hear about, and comment upon, the services which prevent and
tackle noise nuisance, and to consider the council’s approach to
busking.
Strategic Assessment for Crime and ASB 2016/17
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The 2015/16 Assessment was brought to the PAC in November
2015. The aim of this item is to allow Councillors to comment on and
influence the priorities
Policing / Community Safety
To consider joint working between the Police and Council, the work
of the council funded police officers and how the police involve
residents in their work.
CCTV / RIPA

Dave Page / Claire
Rai

Janette Mullins /
Andy Stocker
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Agenda Item 9

To consider how well the current network is working (particularly in
assisting the police) and also to get an idea on what plans there are
to expand the coverage.

Claire Rai/Duncan
Smith

Community Safety, Environment & Residents Services PAC – Work Programme 2016-17
21 September 2016 – Gang Violence and Greening the Borough
Environmental Planning Requirements

Matt Butler

How is the Council ensuring maximum value for residents from largescale developments in the borough? How is the impact on the
environment being mitigated?
Ending Gang Violence and Exploitation Strategy

Claire Rai

What problems does Hammersmith and Fulham have with gangs and
youth violence? How does the gangs and youth violence strategy aim
to tackle these? How will we know if it has been successful?
Air Quality Commission

Peter Smith
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Draft Report for Public Comments
16 November 2016 – Sport and Leisure
Biodiversity in Hammersmith and Fulham

Richard Buckley

To consider the council’s work to improve biodiversity, including work
in parks and tackling air pollution. Also to consider how the council
involves its residents in increasing biodiversity.
Sport and Leisure Strategy
To consider the proposed new sport and leisure strategy, and ensure
that it includes the best work done in other boroughs and reflects the
aspirations of the borough’s residents and sports clubs.
Sports Grounds Safety Report

Dave Page / Jardine
Finn

Ann Ramage

To understand the work of Environmental Health officers in ensuring
that sports grounds are safe for spectators.
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Community Safety, Environment & Residents Services PAC – Work Programme 2016-17
30 January 2017 – Waste and the Council’s Budget
Future Waste and Street Cleansing Services – Involving the
Citizen

Sue Harris / Kathy
May

To receive an update on the work which has been done to improve
the Council’s Waste and Street Cleansing Services.
Draft Budget
To review the 2016/17 budget for the departments. Senior officers
are to discuss the major areas of challenge for their services and
highlight areas for scrutiny.

Mark Jones / Senior
Officers
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1 March 2017 – Spacehive, Hammersmith Gyratory, Cycling,
Cemeteries and Registrars
Spacehive
To hear about the work the council is doing with Spacehive.

Sarah Fox /
Spacehive

Hammersmith Gyratory Better Junctions Scheme

Nick Boyle

To consider the outcome of the consultation and to give views on the
revised proposals.
Cycling Update

Richard Duffill

To consider progress made against the cycling strategy.
Cemeteries

Dave Page

To consider the council’s cemetery provision.
Registrars

Dave Page

To discuss the services offered by the registry office.
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24 April 2017 – Commercial Waste, Parking and School Travel
Planning
Commercial Waste
To consider the commercial waste service offered by the council.
Parking

Sue Harris / Kathy
May

To consider the improvements made to parking services.

David Taylor / Nick
Boyle

School Travel Planning

Richard Evans

To consider the work done by the council to help get children to and
from schools safely.
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28 June 2017 (Provisional Date)
20 mph Zones

Nick Boyle

To consider the implementation of additional 20mph zones in the
borough.
Highway Maintenance

Ian Hawthorn

To consider the Highway Maintenance programme and the
effectiveness of the service.
Parks

Dave Page / Ullash
To talk about the options for the management of the borough’s parks. Karia
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Community Safety, Environment & Residents Services PAC – Work Programme 2016-17
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CSERS PAC REMIT: Transport, including roads maintenance, other transport infrastructure
 Parking policy, traffic management and the relationship with TfL
 Planning policy and performance and the impact of developments on transport infrastructure and the environment
 The local environment
 Street Scene
 Parks and open spaces
 Recycling and environmental sustainability
 Waste disposal, street cleansing, refuse collection
 Cemeteries
 Biodiversity
 Quality of life
 Community safety
 Tackling anti-social behaviour
 Licensing and gambling
 Neighbourhood governance
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